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Lithium-ion battery cell formation: status and
future directions towards a knowledge-based
process design

Felix Schomburg, a Bastian Heidrich, b Sarah Wennemar, c Robin Drees, def

Thomas Roth, g Michael Kurrat, de Heiner Heimes,c Andreas Jossen, g

Martin Winter, bh Jun Young Cheong *ai and Fridolin Röder *a

The battery cell formation is one of the most critical process steps in lithium-ion battery (LIB) cell

production, because it affects the key battery performance metrics, e.g. rate capability, lifetime and

safety, is time-consuming and contributes significantly to energy consumption during cell production

and overall cell cost. As LIBs usually exceed the electrochemical sability window of the electrolyte,

formation is required to activate and stabilise the electrochemical reactions. Enhanced battery

technologies are poised to further expand voltage windows and harness conversion or metal electrodes

to elevate energy density, thereby magnifying the significance of cell formation in the battery realm.

Despite its critical importance, even the understanding of the formation process of conventional LIBs is

still incomplete due to numerous influencing factors. Complex internal processes and the associated

high experimental and simulation effort make it difficult to gain a thorough understanding of the

process and hence to optimise it. This review paper provides a systematic overview of the formation

process and its influencing factors. It is emphasized that material and cell design and the formation

process are not independent, but must interlock with each other. Promising experimental and simulative

methods to gain the required understanding of the interplay for a truly knowledge-based design of the

formation process are highlighted. In the concluding discussion research gaps are identified and a

perspective for development of tailored cell formation processes for current and future battery

technologies is outlined.

Broader context
Driven by the transition towards renewable energy sources and electromobility, the demand for cost-effective and sustainable batteries is continuously growing.
Simultaneously, the demand for higher energy densities entails safety risks and challenges in maintaining long lifetime. Addressing these challanges is crucial
to overcome driving anxiety and concerns against novel technology. These issues are closely linked to the formation process, which is essential to establishing
stable interphase layers and utilizing materials outside the electrolyte’s stability window. Challenges intensify with new materials like high-voltage cathodes
and lithium metal or silicon anodes. In addition, sodium-ion technologies, seen as promising alternatives, face hurdles in establishing stable interphase layers
due to high solubility. In all these technologies, a well-designed formation process is pivotal, yet complicated due to many interdependent influencing factors.
This review highlights the need for a knowledge-based process design to ensure safe and durable batteries. By reviewing the status, outlining theoretical and
experimental methods, the necessary foundation is laid.
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Introduction

Since their first commercialisation by Sony in 1991, lithium-ion
batteries (LIBs) have been used in various applications ranging
from consumer electronics to electric vehicles.1,2 Reflecting the
tremendous impact of LIBs on all aspects of people’s life, the
Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded to Prof. John B. Good-
enough, Prof. M. Stanley Whittingham and Prof. Akira Yoshino
for the development of LIBs.3 The demand for LIBs is set to
increase dramatically in the coming years.4 At the same time,
increasing energy density poses significant challenges to ensur-
ing safety and long lifetime.5–9 In addition, it is vital to mini-
mise the cost, time, energy consumption and waste associated
with the manufacture of LIBs. Hence, a thorough understand-
ing of each production step is essential to facilitate the devel-
opment of current and next-generation LIBs.10,11

Formation is the final active process step in LIB cell man-
ufacturing. The process affects the quality of the freshly

assembled cells and contributes significantly to the overall
cost, accounting for up to 33% of the production cost.12,13

Formation typically involves multiple charge and discharge
cycles. The formation cycling is required to activate the materi-
als and establish protective interphase layers at the electroche-
mically active interfaces that enable a stable operation of the
cell outside the electrolyte’s electrochemical stability window.
The drive to increase energy density will place higher demands
on the formation process, as high-capacity and high-voltage
materials utilize a wider voltage window and are subject to
significant volume changes.

The formation process must be carried out carefully, as it is
linked to influence key electrochemical and safety properties of
LIB cells. However, overly cautious formation is time consum-
ing and therefore at odds with efforts to accelerate battery cell
production and reduce overall costs. There is a significant
potential to improve the formation process to optimise cell
quality and reduce overall costs.14 The industry uses highly
sophisticated procedures, but details are guarded as they are
considered essential intellectual property of the manufacturers.
Despite its importance, the formation process is not well
understood due to the limited number of comprehensive
studies in academia.

This review comprehensively summarises, examines
and analyses the various facets of the formation process. It
describes the formation process, presents the current state
of knowledge on the various influencing factors, and
highlights the most relevant experimental and theoretical
methods for future research. In the light of future battery
technologies aimed at higher energy density, a summary and
suggestions for the further development of the formation
process are presented. This review contributes to the overall
understanding of formation and provides suggestions for
methods and open questions being relevant to enable a
knowledge-based process design for current and future battery
technologies.
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Description of the cell formation
process
Formation within the LIB production

The production of LIBs can be divided into four parts: electrode
production, cell production, cell conditioning† and system
assembly.13 For battery cell production, the system assembly
is excluded. Typical design objectives are high energy density, high
power density, low production cost, long lifetime and safety. Battery
cell formation is part of cell conditioning. Cell conditioning also
includes various quality test steps and quality sorting.

The purpose of the formation process is to electrochemically
activate the cell so that its subsequent performance is positively
influenced. The formation process is critical for a number of
reasons. Firstly, formation is the last process step in the
production of a battery cell and any scrap that is produced
during formation causes the loss of value of all previous process
steps.13 Secondly, the formation process is very time consum-
ing and energy intensive.15,16 Finally, the process can have a
significant impact on cell performance metrics such as capa-
city, power capability, lifetime and safety.

The formation process is often a production bottleneck due
to the relatively low currents applied to individual cells.17

Achieving high throughput requires significant investment in
equipment and cell formation space. Manufacturers therefore
aim to reduce the formation time.18

Formation time is highly dependent on cell quality require-
ments and cell-to-cell variation. For batteries with lower quality
requirements, relatively short formation times are possible.
Here the quality controls performed as part of the formation/
conditioning phase are often less sophisticated.18 Therefore,
the progress of formation and individual cell quality is often
not known. In applications such as electric vehicles (EV), cell
quality and cell-to-cell variation are very important because the
lowest cell capacity limits the total usable battery capacity.
Further cell-to-cell variation within a battery system promotes
ageing and is a safety concern.19 Therefore, battery cell produc-
tion for such applications requires much more sophisticated
formation procedures, including quality management mea-
sures. The formation time is much longer and may include
various intermediate cell tests.

The energy consumption of the formation process is
significant.16 According to Kurland et al., Northvolt expects
the cell production at Northvolt Ett to use 20% of the total
production electricity consumption for the formation step.20 In
general, the electricity consumption can vary significantly
between laboratory scale and industrial plants. According to
Erakca et al. this is because recuperation is commonly used in
industrial production facilitities.21 Recuperation is the process
of recovering energy released during battery discharge. Con-
sumption also depends on the energy consumption of the
electrical equipment, which is usually higher for laboratory

equipment. Thus, the energy consumption of the formation
process can vary from 0.6 Wh of Wh cell capacity produced in
pilot plants to 42.6 Wh of Wh cell capacity produced in
laboratory cell productions.21

The formation process is influenced by several factors.
These include material and cell design, as well as the electro-
chemical conditions during formation. Some of these factors,
such as electrode properties or moisture contamination, also
depend on previous manufacturing steps. Therefore, the entire
process chain and its interdependencies must be considered
when optimising the formation process.22,23

Description of the process

Before the formation process, the cell is filled with electrolyte.
This places the active and inactive materials of the electrode in
direct contact with the electrolyte, as shown on the left in Fig. 1.
Electrochemical reactions and passivation of the interface take
place only if the electrolyte and the electrode are in direct
contact. Therefore, complete wetting, i.e. filling of the electrode
pores with electrolyte, is required for formation.24–27 As the
battery is initially in a completely discharged state, there is
limited interaction between the electrodes and the electrolyte.
The start of formation can be defined as the point at which the
cell is electrically connected, and the first charge is initiated.

During formation several processes take place that lead to
significant changes in the cell properties. The main processes
observed are shown in the centre of Fig. 1. These processes
include solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation,28 cathode
electrolyte interphase (CEI) formation,29 structural changes in
the active material,30–32 copper (Cu) corrosion33–37 and alumi-
nium (Al) dissolution.36,38–40

The interfacial layers formed on the negative and positive
electrodes can be expressed in terms of low unoccupied mole-
cular orbitals (LUMO) and high occupied molecular orbitals
(HOMO), as shown in Fig. 2.41,42 Both electrodes can reach
potentials that exceed the electrochemical stability window of
the electrolyte triggering electrochemical side reactions.

Among the processes during the formation, SEI formation is
the most widely studied. This process is initiated by an irrever-
sible electrochemical reduction reaction that consumes elec-
trical charge, lithium (Li), solvent and other electrolyte
components at the negative electrode. The reaction products can
precipitate on the electrode surface inhibiting further side reac-
tions. The ideal passivation layer exhibits strong electrical insula-
tion, high ion conductivity, mechanical and thermal stability.43–47

The most commonly reported SEI components are lithium fluoride
(LiF),48–53 lithium carbonate (Li2CO3),48,53–58 lithium oxide
(Li2O),48,53,55 litihium ethylene dicarbonate (LEDC)51,52,59 and
lithium alkyl (bi)carbonates (ROCO2Li/RCO2Li).50,53,55,58

CEI formation is another side-reaction that is first initiated
during formation. The process is initiated by an oxidation
reaction that releases electrical charge to the positive
electrode.60,61 Like SEI, CEI inhibits further degradation.62

The CEI is thinner than the SEI,55,63,64 suggesting a lower
magnitude of charge transfer due to CEI formation compared
to SEI formation. Typical CEI components are LiF,55,65–68

† Cell conditioning is also occasionally called cell finalisation. Both refer to the
same part of the manufacturing process. Throughout the rest of the script,
we only use cell conditioning.
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LixPOyFz,65,67–69 Li2CO3
65–67,69,70 and ROCO2Li.66–71 For both

interface processes, reaction products can also be gaseous
species.72–74

Despite the interfacial processes, structural changes have
also been observed during the first cycles. Agglomeration
of nanoparticles,75 particle cracking76–81 or exfoliation of
particles82–84 can lead to significant changes of the active
material. Structural changes have also been observed at the
material level. Here, irreversible rearrangement of the material
can cause significant heat release and voltage hysteresis during
the first cycle.31,85–87

After the end of formation, the cell characteristics should
stabilise. A commonly used indicator of this stabilisation is the
coulombic efficiency (CE), which approaches 100% towards the
end of formation.18 CE is therefore useful in defining a target
criterion for the end of formation.

After formation, the cell properties have changed signifi-
cantly. Firstly, the formation results in a loss of cyclable Li,

which has been immobilised mainly by the side reactions
forming SEI.88–90 Secondly, the loss of cyclable Li results in a
reduced cell capacity91 and a relative shift in the electrode open
circuit potentials.92 Thirdly, there is an increase in interfacial
resistance.93–96 In addition, the grown passivation layer and
structural changes are likely to lead to a decrease of porosity.
Further, electrode restructuring leads to a decrease in conduc-
tivity as seen in ageing studies.97–99 Similarly, the electrolyte
composition is changed after formation,100,101 which impacts
the Li-ion diffusivity and ionic conductivity.99,102,103

All of these changes can have a significant impact on cell
performance in terms of ageing,104–106 power capability,107–111

safety,112–118 energy consumption,12,13,17 cost12,13,17 and CO2

emissions12,13 as shown in Fig. 1.

Procedures

To influence cell quality and process time, several procedures
are possible during formation. The formation procedure is

Fig. 1 Schematic overview of the formation process and manuscript. The formation begins with a freshly assembled cell (top left battery). The formation
of state-of.art LIBs starts with its first connection of the cell. During formation, a number of processes take place within the cell that are required to
electrochemically activate the cell and establish passivation layers on the electrodes (top centre battery). After reaching a target criterion, the formation is
finished. Within the battery the electrodes have been restructured and passivating surface films have formed (top right battery). The formation process is
influenced by a variety of factors. These can be categorised into Material and cell design properties (left box) and Process conditions (centre box). The
first part of this review is structured according to this categorisation. The impact (right box) of the individual influencing factors is discussed in the
respective chapters.
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initiated after the initial wetting and includes several possible
steps, i.e. pre-charging, formation cycling, degassing, 2nd wet-
ting and ageing. The procedure may vary depending on the cell
format and size.119,120 A possible procedure, applicable to hard-
case cell formats and high-quality requirements, e.g. for the
automotive industry, is described below. The process and the
steps involved are illustrated in Fig. 3.

Prior to the start of the formation process, initial wetting is
carried out. This can be done by a high temperature soaking
process, in which the cells are exposed to high temperatures,
typically between 30–50 1C, for several hours to change the
viscosity of the electrolyte and reduce the time between the
electrolyte filling process and reaching the optimum wetting
level to start the formation.121 Formation is initiated by the
so-called pre-charging process,122 in which a low charging
current is applied to the cell until a low voltage, e.g. 1.5 V, is
reached. Low currents and voltage limits are necessary to

protect the Cu-based current collector from corrosion.12 The
voltage limit during pre-charging can also be increased to a
state where most of the gas generation during the first cycle has
been completed. This is followed by the degassing step. The
gases are usually removed by applying a vacuum. The cell is
then sealed.123 Generally, the housing is sealed as early as
possible to minimise evaporation of volatile electrolyte
components.119 If there is no pre-charging step, degassing is
carried out after the formation is complete or before shipping
to the customers. After degassing, a second wetting and possi-
bly electrolyte filling process may be added to compensate for
any electrolyte loss during pre-charging. This is followed by the
formation cycling, which includes at least one and possibly
several charge and discharge cycles with a defined current and
voltage limit. Finally, the cell is aged. During ageing the cells
are stored at a defined state of charge (SOC) and temperature.
The ageing process completes cell formation. It also serves as a
self-discharge test. In this context, the ageing process can also
be considered as part of the end-of-line (EOL) cell quality test
since an increased capacity loss during storage indicates
unwanted self-discharge.

Without the ageing test, industrial formation procedures
typically take less than 20 hours.4,119 The ageing test alone
can take up to three weeks.12,17,119 For application with low
quality requirements, formation procedures are significantly
shorter.13,122,124 Once the formation procedure is complete,
further EOL testing is performed.123

The EOL test protocol can vary, but can include electroche-
mical tests for discharge capacity, CE, internal resistance, self-
discharge test if not already covered by ageing process, impe-
dance, as well as leakage, weighing and optical tests. Depend-
ing on the material, size, type and format of the cell, the
formation procedure varies in terms of sequence, duration,
and quantity from one cell manufacturer to another. The main
objective is to find procedures, cycling protocols and evaluation
methods that reduce the overall process time, while ideally
performing formation and cell quality testing simultaneously.

Required equipment

The formation area in a battery cell production plant consists of
large formation towers with either individual racks or chamber
systems, each with one individually controlled channel per
cell.124 In these areas, the cells are transported in fully auto-
mated bundles by product carriers, which also serve a contact

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the thermodynamic stability window
of the electrolyte|electrode interface. F and m represent the electrodes
potential and chemical potential, respectively. The indices Neg and Pos
denote the negative and positive electrodes, repectively. Stabilising passi-
vation layers, i.e. SEI and CEI, are formed when FNeg o LUMO and FPos 4
HOMO, respectively. The passivation layers extend the operating stability
range, allowing the use of low voltage materials on the negative and high
voltage materials on positive electrode. Redrawn from Goodenough and
Kim,41 as well as Horstman et al.42

Fig. 3 Schematic overview of an example cell formation procedure. The procedure may vary significantly from manufacturer to manufacturer. The bars
show the sequence of process steps. The bars for the 1st wetting and the EOL are only shown to delimit the formation process.
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to the formation equipment.124 Battery formation equipment,
also called battery testers, with the correct power system, often
AC–DC or DC–DC stage, is required to carry out the formation
protocol. If the cells remain unsealed during formation, the
formation must either take place in a dry and clean room or a
special type of carrier with a suction device must be used. Such
open formation procedures are currently only used for large
prismatic cells. For closed cells, formation does not take place
in a dry and clean room, but under controlled temperature
conditions.

To address the high energy consumption and the move
towards greener battery production, new formation equipment
with a recuperation function has been developed to use the
discharge energy from one cell to charge another. Controlling
and precisely delivering power to the formation equipment for
an entire Gigafactory is a significant challenge. Recently,
Tesla announced an innovation to reduce the cost of the
formation process by leveraging the production design to
allow a group of cells, rather than individual cells, to undergo
this formation process resulting in an 86% reduction in for-
mation investment.125 In addition, Müller et al. proposed an
optimised formation step for serially connected cells.126 Thus,
serial formation techniques could potentially reduce proces-
sing costs. In principle, parallel connection of cells is also
possible. However, this reduces the maximum current that
can be applied and is therefore only useful for smaller cell
formats.

Influencing factors

The formation process is influenced by process conditions,
material and cell design. The process conditions are mostly
considered for optimizing the formation process. However, the
material and cell design must also be tailored to improve the
formation process. A comprehensive overview of the most
important influencing factors is given below.

Process conditions

The side reactions and structural changes during formation
can be controlled in several ways. The main factors to be
considered are the formation cycling, i.e. current and voltage
profiles, temperature, pressure, and degassing.

Formation cycling. On the one hand, the protocol used
during the formation cycling affects the duration of a formation
process. On the other hand, it can have a significant impact on
cell quality in terms of rate capability, safety, and lifetime.
Therefore, the optimization of formation cycling is a complex
multi-objective optimization problem.

Stages of SEI formation. Most of the literature focuses on the
aspect of SEI formation, which mostly takes place in the first
cycle.45,127 Fig. 4 shows the potential of the negative graphite
(Gr) electrode during the cycle at low current rate, i.e. 1/20C.
The potential of the negative electrode can only be measured by
a reference electrode inside a battery cell and is specified vs.
Li|Li+. According to An et al.,45 the initial charge can be

classified in three stages based on the negative electrode
potential. Initially the potential of the negative electrode is
high and within the stability window of the electrolyte. This is
shown as position 1 in Fig. 4. Various additives are added to the
electrolyte which have been found to have a positive effect on
the SEI properties.45,128,129 Additive decomposition starts at
potentials of about 1.4 V vs. Li|Li+, which is indicated as
position 2 in Fig. 4, and is the first stage of SEI formation.
Below about 0.9 V vs. Li|Li+, the next stage of SEI formation
begins, which is shown as position 3. At this potential, com-
monly used electrolytes are not stable, and their reduction
reactions start. Below about 0.2 V vs. Li|Li+, i.e. shown as
position 4, the Li-ion intercalation rate increases, but is accom-
panied by further SEI formation.45,130 Therefore, in this third
stage of SEI formation, intercalation and SEI formation run in
parallel. The lowest potential is reached at position 5. During
discharge, the Li-ions de-intercalate. As a result, the Li flux
direction reverses and the potential of the negative electrode
rises. In low potential regions, the SEI continues to grow. At
potentials above 0.3 V, the SEI can partially re-oxidize.52,131

These stages should be considered when designing formation
cycling protocols.

Challenges for fast formation. One way to reduce formation
process time is to reduce the duration of this first charge, where
most of the SEI is formed. However, this faces similar chal-
lenges as fast charging of LIBs. Similar to conventional char-
ging of LIBs, plating of metallic Li on the negative electrode
during formation must be avoided as it has been shown to
degrade subsequent cell performance and safety.132 In both
cases, therefore, a major challenge is to develop protocols that
reduce the charging time while avoiding Li plating.133 Li plating
on a Gr-based negative electrode surface requires sufficiently
low potentials, i.e. it is thermodynamically favourable at elec-
trode potentials below 0 V vs. Li|Li+. Under open circuit condi-
tions and with the correct ratio of negative to positive electrode
capacity (N : P ratio),134 plating can be prevented by setting an
appropriate upper cut-off voltage to ensure that the negative
electrode does not reach too low potentials. However, this
idealised assessment ignores the presence of overpotentials.
Increasing the charge rates will result in higher polarisation
overpotentials. These can cause Li plating even when the cell
voltage is in a range where it is not thermodynamically favour-
able under open circuit conditions. In addition, in contrast to
fast charging, significant interference with reduction reactions,
gas evolution and layer deposition is expected, requiring lower
charging limits compared to cells after formation to mitigate Li
plating.135

Influence of voltage. Several studies suggest that rapid
attainment of low negative electrode potentials is beneficial.
Zhang et al. found that SEI generated between 0.25 V and 0.04 V
vs. Li|Li+ combines the desired properties: electronically insu-
lating but ionically conductive.136 This observation is consis-
tent with other studies reporting that only low potential
reduction products are beneficial for LIB operation in a typical
LiPF6/organic carbonate-based electrolyte.137,138 The same
effect can be seen in full cells by variation of the upper
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cut-off voltage. Lee et al. investigated the effect of different
upper cut-off voltages in MesoCarbon MicroBeads (MCMB)||Li
or LCO||MCMB coin cells and commercial 18 650 cylindrical
cells.139 When the cut-off voltage was varied between 4.15 V and
3.70 V, no significant differences were observed in the subse-
quently conducted 200 cycles. In contrast, at a cut-off voltage
of only 3.6 V, the cells showed accelerated capacity fading.
However, this effect seems not be permanent as shown by
German et al. with a similar study of NMC111||Gr pouch
cells.37 When cells were initially charged to less than 3.8 V,
some of the capacity loss during the first formation cycle was
shifted to the second cycle. After a few full charge/discharge
cycles in a subsequent cycling experiment, the authors
observed no differences in performance regardless of the cut-
off voltage of the first charge. Thus, numerous studies show
that low potentials of the negative electrode are important to
form a stable SEI layer. However, it is less clear to what extent
the structure of the SEI is affected. Further insight is given by
Antonopoulos et al., who investigated the influence of the
negative electrode potential on SEI in more detail.140 They
revealed differences in the surface composition of electrodes
formed at high potentials, i.e. 0.6 V or 0.45 V vs. Li|Li+, and low
potentials, i.e. 0.3 V or 0.1 V vs. Li|Li+. In a ferrocenium-
containing model system, the authors were able to confirm

the influence of the electrode potential by finding different
diffusion coefficients and heterogeneous reaction rate con-
stants of the SEIs formed at different potentials. Therefore,
there are strong indications that the potential influences the
SEI properties, which can be influenced by the formation
cycling strategy.

While the potential of the negative electrode clearly exceeds
the electrochemical stability window, the positive electrode
exceeds the stability window only at high cell voltages.141

However, recent experimental work has shown that HOMO
energies do not necessarily correspond to the oxidation stability
of the organic electrolyte, and that the CEI layer is observed at
potentials below those traditionally considered thermodynami-
cally stable.142 Nevertheless, the CEI is receiving little attention
today with respect to formation cycling. However, this should
be reconsidered, in particular if high-voltage materials are
investigated as discussed below.

As can be seen, the voltage level is an important factor
influencing the formation process and the SEI structure. It has
been shown that SEI formation takes place in different stages,
while low potentials of the negative electrode seem to be
favourable for the formation of a stable SEI for common
electrodes and electrolytes. At the same time, charging rates
must be limited to mitigate Li plating. These principles should

Fig. 4 Schematic of the negative electrode potential curve as a function of charge throughput and SEI growth at the electrode|electrolyte interface. The
fluxes of charge carriers, intercalation and reduction reactions and precipitation are shown for a slow (1/20C) initial formation cycle. Characteristic points
during the initial cycle are numbered 1–7.
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be considered while developing formation strategies that can
be muti-cycle or single-cycle strategies.

Multi-cycle formation strategies. The Li intercalation and
deintercalation processes cause volume changes and mechan-
ical stress to the Gr particles.143,144 This results in a break and
repair mechanism that affects also the SEI covering the
particles.144,145 As a result, multiple cycles may be required to
establish a stable layer.146

Conservative formation strategies use multiple full cycles at
low C-rates and therefore can last several days.17,105 To include
multiple cycles while accelerating the formation process,
decreasing the difference between upper and lower cut-off
voltage, i.e. sub-cycles, or increasing the C-rates is possible.
Pathan et al. investigated different formation variants within
ten 0.05C cycles between different cut-off voltages.147 A positive
correlation was found between increased lower cut-off voltage
and capacity retention (CR). Furthermore, CR was improved
when the difference between the upper and lower cut-off
voltages was the smallest. These results suggest that the main
influencing factor is the cell voltage and formation at high
voltages is beneficial. This is utilized also in other studies that
aim to decrease formation time. An et al. investigated a fast
formation strategy with four repeated sub-cycles between 3.9 V
and 4.2 V at high C-rates, i.e. 0.2C, and showed improved
surface layer resistances compared to two cycles at lower C-
rates, i.e. 0.05C. With this strategy, formation time was reduced
from 80 h to 21 h. These formation times were even further
reduced in consecutive studies. Wood et al. were able to reduce
the duration to approximately 14 h by increasing the C-Rate to
1C for the initial charging until 3.9 V and for the final discharge

from 3.9 V to the lower cut-off voltage.17 Drees et al. compared
the protocol of An et al.148 with another sub-cycling formation
protocol.149 The new protocol used 0.8C and removed the
constant voltage (CV) phases during the sub-cycles, resulting
in a reduced formation time of only 10 h, without significant
impact on the cell performance. Thus, multiple studies show
that formation time can be reduced without significantly
compromising the cell quality.

Weng et al. investigated the influence of these cycling
strategies on lifetime in more detail by comparing the average
lifetime of cells subjected to the fast formation strategy of An
et al.148 and Wood et al.17 with a slower baseline formation
strategy at different temperatures.104 The results indicate, that
the fast formation strategy even improved cycling performance
at both 45 1C and room temperature. However, swelling was
observed at the end of life at 45 1C for the fast formation
strategies.104

A comprehensive comparative study of five different for-
mation protocols with different cycle numbers and currents
was performed by Mao et al.105 The total formation time ranged
from 10 h to 86 h. The main results of this study are shown in
Fig. 5. Analysing the first cycle CE (Fig. 5A), rate capabilities
(Fig. 5B), and cycle retention (Fig. 5C), the authors conclude
that neither long, 86 h, nor short, 10 h, formation times provide
the optimal electrochemical performance. Instead, intermedi-
ate formation times, i.e. 26 h and 30 h, resulted in the lowest
electrode resistance after formation (Fig. 5D), lower capacity
losses for 300 ageing cycles at a cell voltage of 3.8 V (Fig. 5E) and
lower area specific resistance (ASI) of cells at different cycles
(Fig. 5F). The morphology of material of three protocols was

Fig. 5 (A) Comparison of first cycle CE and total efficiency during formation with respect to different formation protocols. Comparison of the (B) rate
capablity and (C) cycle retention characteristics with respect to different formation times. Nyquist plots of cells with different formation times (D) after
formation cycle and (E) after 300 ageing cycles at 3.8 V cell voltage. (F) Area specific resistance of cells with formation time of 30 h and 86 h as a function
of the number of cycles. Reprinted with permission from Mao et al.,105 Elsevier, Copyright 2018.
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further investigated by scanning electron microscope (SEM)
and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The atomic com-
positional profiles of the four elements, i.e. surface Carbon (C),
Oxygen (O), Li, and Phosphorus (P), were used to estimate the
SEI thickness of the electrodes formed with the different
formation protocols. Among the electrodes studied in detail,
the medium formation time of 30 h showed the thinnest SEI
layer thickness of 54 nm. Even though the effect of the cycling
strategy is not obvious in some studies, the formation cycling
can influence the SEI structure and properties. However,
whether one structure or the other is beneficial is often
not well understood, as evidenced by the results of Lee et al.,
who investigate the influence of SOC and number of forma-
tion cycles with a fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) based
electrolyte.150 Cells were charged to SOC 10% (3.5 V), 20%
(3.7 V), 30% (3.9 V), and 100% (4.2 V) and then fully discharged
(2.7 V). Cells formed with three cycles in a narrow SOC range
at low voltages, i.e. 10% to 30%, showed improved CE after
180 cycles. These results are in contrast to many other studies,
as they suggest that lower negative electrode potentials during
formation result in a less stable SEI. This is probably due to
FEC, which was not used in the other studies. Based on the
morphological analysis, this effect was attributed to a higher
proportion of interlinked particles on the particle surface,
which is illustrated in Fig. 6. Based on these results, it is
emphasized that the cycling strategy is not independent of
the material and cell design but must be adjusted individually.

Therefore, also other active materials must be investigated.
Rago et al.33 investigated the fast formation protocol of An
et al.148 for cells with Si–Gr composite electrodes. For this
material, no performance differences compared to five-cycle
formation strategy with C-rate of 0.05C were found. However,
the authors also reported that the negative electrode surfaces
for different formation protocols had different optical appear-
ances and different chemical SEI compositions. Faster multi-
cycle-based formation resulted in suppressed Cu and Al dis-
solution and thinner SEI.33

The effect of the upper cut-off voltage on the CEI in a multi-
cycle formation was investigated by Phraewphiphat et al. for
nitrogen-doped Li2MnSiO4/C positive electrodes.151 Five for-
mation cycles were used with 4.5 V and 4.6 V as the respective
upper voltage limit during the formation cycling. The cells
formed at the lower potential showed improved cycling stabi-
lity. The improved ageing behaviour was attributed to the
improved structural stability of the CEI. Zhang et al. observed
that during normal cycling the CEI does not form as a con-
formal surface layer completely covering the interface.152 How-
ever, by brief electrical shorting of their NMC||Li cells, they
were able to form a conformal surface layer.

For multi-cycle formation strategies, cell voltage was con-
firmed to be an important factor influencing for both CEI and
SEI formation. In contrast, the influence of cycle number and
applied current is less obvious. Most studies found no signifi-
cant influence on the cell properties. However, some studies
report an influence on interphase properties such as thickness,
composition, and resistance. The influence of the choice of
material and electrolyte makes it difficult to draw general
conclusions und rather suggests that cycling strategy must be
adjusted to material and cell design.

Single-cycle formation strategies. A single-cycle formation
strategy promises to reduce formation time compared to multi-
cycle formation strategies. There are many ways to implement a
single-cycle strategy, as it may involve a varying charge rate,
charging/discharging modes or perform special fast charge
procedures.

Drees et al. compared several multi-cycle formation strate-
gies with fast single-cycle formation strategies.149 Fig. 7 shows
(A) a slow multi-cycle, (B) a multi-sub-cycle and (C) a fast single-
cycle formation strategy that have been investigated. The slow
multi-cycle formation consists of two full cycles with low
currents, i.e. 0.05C, in the first cycle and moderate currents,
i.e. 0.2C, in the second cycle. This conventional approach is very
time consuming. The multi-sub-cycle formation approach
involves multiple sub-cycles at high SOC to enable faster SEI
growth while reducing the formation time compared to full
cycles. Fast single-cycle formation uses constant current (CC)
charging at 1.5C followed by a constant negative electrode
potential phase. Using cells in a three-electrode setup,134 the
potential of the negative Gr electrode was limited to 0.02 V vs.
Li|Li+. The potential limit was chosen slightly above 0 V vs.
Li|Li+ to accelerate SEI growth while effectively preventing Li
plating. Charging was stopped at 80% SOC. The cells were then
discharged at 1C. The single-cycle formation strategy was
clearly the fastest formation as it took only 1.7 h. Nevertheless,
the different formation strategies achieved similar discharge
capacities, internal resistances, and electrochemical impe-
dance spectra immediately after formation and during
250 cycles. Differences were observed in a high temperature
storage test at 60 1C, 80% SOC and 28 days storage time.
Variants with the highest initial charge rate resulted in the
lowest cell degradation, while the fast single cycle formation
was one of them.149 A similar single-cycle fast charge formation
approach was upscaled from three-electrode coin cells to 5 Ah

Fig. 6 Illustration of the effect of performaming formation cycels within a
narrow votlage range at low SOC with a FEC containing electrolyte on the
SEI on graphite negative electrode. Reproduced with permission from
Lee,150 Elsevier, Copyright 2014.
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pouch cells using a look-up-table based current control.153 The
maximum C-rate was 3C and the total formation time was
below 1 h. These fast formed cells resulted in similar cycling
performance over 1000 cycles to various slower reference for-
mations. The fast formation approach using the look-up-table
based method was also successfully applied to the formation of
25 Ah prismatic cells.27 These results indicate that single
cycling formation is promising approach to reduce formation
time and possibly also improve cell quality.

The influence of the current within the first charging cycle
seems to be the key influencing factor and was investigated
further by Chiang et al.154 They investigated the influence of the
current by comparing three single-cycle formation protocols
with LCO||Gr-based cells.154 They also proposed a dual current
procedure which limited the rate to 0.1C for 1 h and then
increased the rate to 1.0 C for the remaining first cycle. Long-
term cycling experiments showed that the rate of capacity loss
was not affected by either protocol. In addition, Zhang et al.
studied the influence of the current rate.155 They used the
second cycle CE to evaluate the formation protocols of Gr||Li
cells at different current densities and observed that as the
current density increased, the first cycle CE increased while the
second cycle CE decreased. According to these findings, a high
current density contradicts the idea of a single-cycle formation,
as more cycles are required to complete the formation process.

They further investigated the cycling performance and found
that it was slightly better for cells after formation at low or
medium current densities. Moretti et al. observed a composi-
tional difference when comparing the effect of three formation
protocols.156 They studied a single current formation protocol,
which includes a single 0.05C constant current followed by
constant voltage (CC–CV) cycle between 3.9 V and 2.5 V, a dual
current formation protocol, which includes a slow 3 h, 0.05C
pre-charge step, a subsequent 3.6 V CV charge phase and a 0.1C
discharge to 2.5 V, and an advanced industrial protocol, which
includes multiple steps, i.e. a pre-charge to 3.0 V, a long rest
and a 0.1C CC–CV cycle between 3.6 V and 2.5 V at 40 1C as well
as a final 1 h rest at 20 1C. Comparing the effect of formation
protocols on SEI in LFP||Gr coin cells, the authors observed the
highest LiF content and cycling performance in cells formed
with the dual current protocol. Antonopoulos et al. reported
improved Li-ion transport rates for formation protocols with
high initial charge rates. They applied a current rate of 1C until
the negative electrode potential reached 0.24 V vs. Li|Li+,
followed by a 0.1C charge.138 The authors also found improved
C-rate capability for currents higher than 1C when applying 1C
during formation until 0.24 V vs. Li|Li+.

Besides the formation of passivating layers, structural
changes are also possible. Although most of the research on
the formation process focuses on the interfacial layers and the

Fig. 7 Formation strategies with different speeds and number of cycles. (A) Conventional slow multi-cycle formation. Very slow first full cycle and
moderate second full cycle. (B) Multi-sub-cycle formation with periodic sub-cycles at high SOC (low NE potentials).33,147–149 (C) Fast single-cycle
formation with high currents at low NE potentials.27,135,149,153 Reprinted with permission from Drees et al.,149 John Wiley and Sons, Copyright 2022.
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decomposition of the electrolytes, the degradation effects of the
active material particles have also been investigated. Cheong
et al. adopted different current densities in the initial formation
cycle and observed how the morphological evolution takes
place for Co3O4 nanoparticles as shown in Fig. 8.75 It was
found that a fast formation cycle, i.e. with a current density
of 1000 mA g�1, resulted in initial agglomeration of nano-
particles, which ultimately led to improved structural integrity
of the active material particle. In contrast, the formation cycle
with a current density of 50 mA g�1 resulted in increased
agglomeration after cycling.

These studies indicate that the composition and properties
of the SEI as well as of active material structures can be
influenced by single-cycle formations strategies. However, it
remains unclear whether faster current rates are beneficial
or not.

As can be seen, it is not possible to draw general conclusions
and make direct comparisons between different studies. This
may be due to the influence of material and cell design. This
can also be seen from the different current limits reported to
mitigate Li plating.157 Drees et al. reported Li plating after 1.5C
CC–CV charging, which correlated with reduced discharge
capacity.149 Mao et al. reported Li plating at much lower rates.
They used a 0.5C CC–CV formation and found increased
impedances and decreased cycling stablity.105 In contrast,
Münster et al. also found Li plating only at higher rates, i.e. a
2C CC–CV formation. However, this did not affect cycling
stability compared to a slow 0.2C formation protocol that did
not resulted in Li plating.132

Single-cycle strategies promise to significantly reduce pro-
cess time compared to multi-cycle strategies. However, avoid-
ance of Li plating and incomplete formation are important
limiting factors. There is also evidence that charge rates affect
cell properties such as charge rate capability and self-discharge,
but the mechanisms behind this are not well understood.
Formation strategies must always be tailored to the material
and cell design. For single formation strategies, the design of
the first charge allows to influence the SEI composition and
properties, while dual current formation is a possible approach.

Degassing

The formation of the passivation layers produces gaseous
species as by-products.45 The evolved gas can isolate active

material or displace electrolyte from the pores, affecing the
homogeneity of the passivation layer and safety.158,159 One
possible measure to handle gas evolution is to implement
appropriate degassing steps within the formation process.
Various factors the influence the gas evolution must be con-
sidered when implementing degassing during the formation
process.

The quantity of gas generated is linked to the active material
on both electrodes.160,161 Similar gas species are reported
for common negative electrodes, i.e. Gr and silicon (Si). For
both active materials the release of ethylene (C2H4), carbon
monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2) has been reported
for pure ethylene carbonate (EC) or EC-based electrolyte
solutions.58,161–166 Additionally, ethane (C2H6), methane (CH4)
and hydrogen (H2) may be formed as by-products of EC on Gr
negative electrodes. These gases are related to the specific SEI
formation mechanism on Gr and Si-based negative electrodes.
The gas species may differ for other negative electrodes.167 On
the positive electrode side, mainly CO and CO2 are reported as
by-products of oxidation reactions.72,73,168 According to density
functional theory (DFT) simulations by Leung et al., EC decom-
position on Li0.6Mn2O4 leads to CO2 production only at high
voltages.169 In contrast, Jung et al. hypothesise that the CO and
CO2 evolution is due to a chemical reaction of the lattice oxygen
with the electrolyte by analysing the gas evolution of different
NMC||Gr cells for different cut-off voltages.73 In addition, the
CO2 evolution may result from material impurities,72 e.g. due to
the oxidation of Li2CO3 at high potentials of the positive
electrode.170,171

Electrolyte composition has a significant effect on the
total gas volume and relative species content. For example, it
has been found that EC-based electrolytes generate a higher
volume of gas compared to propylene carbonate (PC) based
electrolytes.172 Increased amounts of CO2 and CH4 were
observed for solutions containing EC and dimethyl carbonate
(DMC), respectively.172 The choice and ratio of solvant as well
as of additive on the gassing behaviour was also reported in
other experimental studies.164,166,173–177

Bernhard et al. found that the C2H4 gas production starts at
around 0.9 V vs. Li|Li+, with the rate of production peaking at
around 0.5 V vs. Li|Li+ before decreasing until the end of the
first charge cycle. Significant amounts of C2H4 were found only
in the first cycle.178 These results were confirmed by Jung et al. at
room temperature.179 However, at 40 1C or 50 1C the C2H4 gassing
extended into the subsequent cycles. In addition, the total amount
of gas increased at elevated temperatures. Jung et al. also found
significant amounts of CO and CO2 gas within the first formation
cycle, but the CO2 was attributed to the NMC positive electrode.179

Xiong et al. reported increased gas volume for NMC electrodes
when stored at elevated temperatures.74,164,180

It was found that some gases are consumed by SEI reduction
reactions,165,178,179,181 and, to some extent, cross over from the
positive to the negative electrode.182 Ellis et al. investigated the
influence of gas consumption by comparing cells with and
without degassing.165 After an initial 0.05C pre-charge to 3.5 V,
the gas was removed. However, the degassed cells resulted in

Fig. 8 Structural evolution of Co3O4 nanoparticles after a single for-
mation cycle with different current densities and subsequent cycing.
Reprinted with permission from Cheong et al.,74 Elsevier, Copyright 2019.
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the same performance as the non-degassed cells.165 In contrast,
Bläubaum et al. reported improved cell performance when
CO2 gas was added to the electrolyte prior to formation.183 A
positive effect of CO2 on the SEI was also reported in other
studies.173,174 Thorton et al. hypothesis that stabilising effect of
CO2 origins from a reduction reaction, which forms stable solid
species and C2H4.181 CO2 injection to actively modify the
resulting SEI composition was also suggested by Spotte-Smith
et al. in a theoretical study.162

The produced gas amount also depends on the formation
current and voltage.182,184–186 Leißing et al. investigated the
influence of different C-rates on gassing.184 Gassing was found
to be caused by both SEI formation and unspecific decomposi-
tion. Both very slow and very fast formation led to an increase
in non-specific gassing, but the species observed differed.185

The gas amount was also seen to limit the ability for fast-
charging formation. When Drees et al. scaled a single-cycle fast
charging strategy (Fig. 7C) from three-electrode coin cells to
pouch cells, irregular plating was detected.135 By introducing a
moderate pre-charge and early degassing step before continuin-
ing with the same fast charging protocol, Li plating was
successfully prevented. The efficieny of the gas removal was
improved by applying external compression on the pouch cells,
which also resulted in lower overpotentials.

Significant gas evolution occurs during battery cell for-
mation. The amount and composition of the gas is influenced
by the formation protocol, the active material, the electrolyte
composition, and cell design. Gas formation can be a limiting
factor for fast formation strategies, especially with thick elec-
trodes and larger cell formats. Possible countermeasures are
adequate degassing steps, external compression and reduction
of gas evolution by selection of suitable electrolytes. Gas injec-
tion may also be used as an active measure to influence
reactions during the formation process.

Pressure

With respect to pressure influence, a distinction is made
between internal and external loads. Internal loads occur, for

example, as a result of electrode volume changes during Li
insertion and removal, resulting in dynamic stresses. Also, the
previously discussed gas evolution can increase the internal cell
pressure. External loads can be applied by the housing, e.g. in
cylindrical or prismatic hard-case cells, or by external compres-
sion via product carrier systems in pouch cells. Cannarella and
Arnold analysed mechanical pressure in context of battery
lifetime of pouch cells and found that the negative electrode
surface area and separator expansion were dependent on the
stack pressure applied during the cycle life.187 Studies of the
influence of mechanical stress on formation are rare. However,
external pressure is also relevant to the formation process.
Heimes et al. investigated the effect of external compression
within single-cycle formations by applying a compressive force
up to 1.9 kN.188 This effect is shown in Fig. 9A and B. Higher
pressure resulted in lower overpotentials and reduced for-
mation times. They conclude that by mechanically compressing
the electrode and separator, electrolyte diffusion in the cell can
be optimised. This allows the SEI formation process to be
accelerated and cell impedance to be reduced up to 50%,
depending on the cell chemistry and pressure range. It has
been found that the formation time can be reduced by com-
pressing the cells with longer CC and shorter CV phases.188

Currently, pressure is rarely studied in the context of for-
mation. However, for novel materials that undergo significant
structural changes and volume expansion, pressure requires
more attention.

Temperature

The influence of different temperature settings during for-
mation has been investigated in numerous studies. According
to the Arrhenius equation, temperature affects the reaction
kinetic. This also applies to side reactions in the battery cell,
such as the SEI and CEI formation.

An et al. describe that elevated formation temperatures
accelerate SEI formation, resulting in a reduction in formation
time.45 SEI formation at 40 1C results in a layer consisting of
compact, inorganic components instead of a less compact,

Fig. 9 Cell voltage curves of the first formation cycle (CC-CV-CC) for different ambient temperatures and external pressures of (A) 1.7 kN and
(B) 0.05 kN. Reprinted with permission from Heimes et al.,188 John Wiley and Sons, Copyright 2019.
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organic structure. Bhattacharya et al. performed formation at
25 1C and 60 1C.189 They compared the morphology and
composition of the SEI layers and concluded that formation
at higher temperatures resulted in a more homogeneous layer
due to higher diffusion rates. He et al. elaborate that formation
at 50 1C resulted in lower total internal resistances during and
after formation in comparison to a formation at 25 1C.190 At
50 1C, the formation time was reduced to 15 h, compared to the
formation time at 25 1C of more than 16.5 h.

Heimes et al. discovered similar relationships by investigat-
ing the influence of temperature on formation time.188 Fig. 9
shows results for formation at different temperatures and
pressure. Fig. 9A and B show that as temperature increases,
the overpotentials decrease and the formation time decreases.
The authors describe that higher ambient temperatures
increase the effective conductivity of the electrolyte in the
separator, improve the solid diffusivity in the active material
and reduce the charge transfer resistance, which increases the
reaction rate and reduces the internal resistance. Therefore, the
formation time can be reduced by increasing the temperature.

In contrast to studies that suggest an advantage of elevated
temperature, Lee and Pyun describe that as the formation
temperature increases, so do capacity losses.191 They conclude
that at elevated temperatures the SEI is formed with more
defects, resulting in more transport pathways for solvent co-
intercalation. Furthermore, the formation of Li2CO3 is accom-
panied by gas evolution which can damage the Gr layer.
This is in contrast to an extensive follow-up study, the micro-
structure of SEI was investigated when formed at different
temperatures.189 This study showed that when formed at
60 1C, the SEI morphology was more homogeneous and the
surface composition differed significantly. It was found that
formation or pre-treatment at higher temperatures could also
be beneficial.

Ellis et al. found no significant influence of the formation
protocol on either SEI thickness or the long-term cycling
behaviour when they varied the temperature and CV step time
during formation cycling.192 Moretti also analysed the SEI and
found no major compositional differences when comparing
two formation protocols where the first charge was performed
only at 20 1C and partially at 40 1C, respectively.156

Elevated temperatures have been shown to be useful in
reducing formation time by increasing the side reaction rate.
However, there are conflicting results regarding possible
improvements in cell quality. Both negative effects due capacity
loss and positive effects due to improved interfacial homoge-
neity have been observed.

Material and cell design

In addition to the electrochemical and environmental condi-
tions, design choices, i.e. active material, electrolyte, and
cell type, also influence the formation process. The effect of
material and cell design on the formation process are
outlined below.

Active materials. Further enhancing battery energy density
requires new materials with higher specific capacity or

voltage.193 Increasing capacity requires moving from intercala-
tion to alloying or conversion type materials, which involves
significant structural changes that affect interphase integrity.
Increasing voltage strains electrolyte stability and requires good
passivation properties of the interphase layers. Both will have
significant implications on the formation process.

Many high-voltage or high-capacity materials, such as
Nickel, Li or Mn rich layered oxides, high-voltage spinel oxides,
and high voltage polyanionic compounds offer potential for
advancement for the positive electrode.31,193 However, this can
lead to thick interphase layers as shown on Fig. 10A. Achieving
stability under highly oxidizing conditions is critical to sup-
press unwanted side reactions. The goal is to construct inter-
phases that provide chemical and mechanical stability to
promote long-term battery performance and safety. Potential
strategies include new electrolytes that are more stable against
oxidation or form effective passivating surface layers.194–196

In particular, the development of additives represents a
promising way to improve layer properties without compromis-
ing the gains in the negative electrode. In addition, significant
heat generation during formation cycling was observed
for example in Mn-rich layered oxides.31 This unusual heat
release was attributed to structural rearrangement of the
active material and was also accompanied by pronounced
voltage hysteresis. This indicates that focusing on the negative
electrode might not be suitable when using high-voltage posi-
tive electrode materials that also require passivating inter-
phases and undergo significant structural changes. This
significantly complicates the optimization process as both
electrodes must be addressed simultaneously in a full
cell setup.

Silicon-based active materials, such as Si or silicon dioxide
(SiOx), offer higher energy density potential, which can be up to
ten times the theoretical capacity of Gr.197–199 However, large
volume changes of up to 300% place significant demands and
can lead to pulverization, lithiation retardation, and unstable
SEI growth, as can be seen in Fig. 10B. The SEI on Si tends
to be thick, non-uniform, oligomeric and susceptible to HF
attacks.200 In contrast to Gr electrodes, the interphase structure
of Si evolves significantly during cycling.201 However, the
formation of a stable layer is critical to prevent thick SEI and
continuous capacity loss. This challenge can be addressed by
the development of new electrolytes202,203 or additives,197,200,204

material design strategies,205 the cycling strategy206 and the
surface properties.207–209 In addition, Si electrodes undergo
significant morphological changes, including crystalline-to-
amorphous phase transitions, especially during initial
charge–discharge cycles.210–212 Overall Si-based negative elec-
trode materials will significantly increase the demand for
sophisticated formation strategies.

Li metal is promising to achieve the highest energy density
in Li-based batteries due to its low potential and high specific
capacity.213–217 Unlike other electrode materials, Li metal
immediately forms a SEI in a corrosion-like process within a
few ms,218,219 as can be seen in simulation results shown in
Fig. 10C. Therefore, the initial layer formation cannot be
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influenced by formation protocols. Nevertheless, a controlled
subsequent formation cycle is often performed,4 which induces
high volume expansions during plating and stripping of Li,
associated with significant morphological changes of the inter-
facial layer.220 This places high mechanical stress on the SEI
layer and poses a significant safety risk as Li can penetrate the
separator and cause a short circuit. The development of a
formation process that creates a robust SEI layer holds promise
for enabling stable cycling and managing these morphological
changes, as it can prevent uneven Li deposition.220 Therefore,
the design of electrolytes195,221–225 or additives226–229 that pro-
mote the formation of more stable and homogeneous SEI layers
appears to be a promising approach to enable Li metal for next
generation batteries.

The challenges of formation are not unique to Li-based
batteries, but also apply to sodium-ion batteries, for example.
This battery technology promises to be a next-generation alter-
native due to the abundance of sodium. However, their for-
mation process presents significant hurdles. Solid products in
sodium-ion batteries exhibit higher solubility compared to Li-
ion counterparts, resulting in dissolution that necessitates
interface reformation, leading to significant capacity loss230

as illustrated in Fig. 10D. Therefore, the key objective is to
develop a SEI that is predominantly insoluble. Studies also
highlight the positive impact of formation cycling on film
properties.231,232 For example, electrochemical reactions in
high voltage regions may not effectively form the SEI, empha-
sizing the importance of specific voltage ranges.231 In addition,
studies show that different electrolytes require different
approaches: for example, NaBOB-based can benefit from lower
C-rates and higher temperatures,231 while ionic liquids can
benefit from higher C-rates.232

As outlined above, for many next generation materials the
formation process can be considered pivotal and similar chal-
lenges arises. However, the possible influencing factors and
solution can significantly differ. The development of all materi-
als would significantly benefit from a better mechanistic under-
standing of the underlying processes, while often a complex
interplay between electrochemical kinetics and mechanical
stress needs to be considered.

Surface properties. The preparation and pre-treatment of the
active material surface will also affect the formation process
and is offers a possibility to tailor the material properties for an
optimized formation process.

Fig. 10 Next generation pose significant challenges on the formation process which can be seen in (A) Surface layers in high voltage Ni0.7Co0.15Mn0.15O2

as depicted by TOF-SIM mapping. Reprinted with permission from Li et al.,193 Royal Society of Chemistry, Copyright 2017. (B) Illustration of different
degradation mechanisms in silicon electrodes associated with significant volume changes. Reproduced with permission from Zhang,205 Springer Nature,
Copyright 2017. (C) Snapshots of kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of SEI formation on a lithium metal electrode. Reproduced with permission from
Wagner-Henke et al.,218 Springer Nature, Copyright 2023. (D) Illustration of the aging mechanisms in sodium-ion batteries. Reproduced with permission
from Le Ma et al.,230 John Wiley and Sons, Copyright 2023.
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Cui et al. used a surface treatment of Gr with 0.5 mol L�1

Li2SO4 aqueous solution, which resulted in the formation of
thinner, more stable and elastic SEI layer capable of accom-
modating structural changes during cycling.233 The study sug-
gests that surface properties play an important role in the
formation process. Further studies have found a correlation
between Gr surface properties and first cycle specific charge
loss, confirming the importance of the surface properties of
active material. A key factor in determining the initial capacity
loss is the active surface area.90,234,235 The study of Ng et al.
also highlights the importance of oxygen groups as an influen-
cing factor when the active surface area becomes greater than
0.2 m2 g�1.234

Different types of Gr in EC- and PC-based electrolytes were
investigated by Spahr et al.236 They show that active surface
area was a main factor determining the surface passivation.236

Further insights into the importance of the active surface area
of Gr was gained by Märkle et al. who investigated SEI for-
mation on pristine and heat-treated Gr.237 Using SEM, the
surface coverage and extent of exfoliation of Gr particles was
investigated for different specific currents. Differences were
reported between electrolytes and Gr type. The pristine Gr
showed no exfoliation due to the larger number of oxygen-
containing surface groups and hence high active surface area.
The heat-treated Gr suffered from exfoliation regardless of the
current in EC-based electrolytes. However, the exfoliation was
less severe at higher current rates. This is attributed to sup-
pressed solvent co-intercalation due to faster SEI coverage237

and is in agreement with other studies.137,236,238 In PC-based
electrolytes, both Gr types suffered exfoliation regardless of
current density, but again was more pronounced for the heat-
treated Gr.236,237 Post mortem SEM images of heat-treated and
untreated Gr after a single charge are depicted in Fig. 11.

Further exfoliation was found to be influenced by tempera-
ture and electrolyte composition by Zhang et al. in LFP||Gr
cells.239 When formation occurred at 20 1C with certain solvent
combinations and Gr types with few electrochemically active
sites, a reduced first cycle efficiency was observed due to solvent
co-intercalation. Increasing the temperature improved the des-
olvation kinetics and no exfoliation was observed. The addition
of vinylene carbonate (VC) to the electrolyte also effectively
mitigated solvent co-intercalation.239–241

In addition to the surface properties, the surface heteroge-
neity of the active materials influences the electrochemical
properties during and after formation. Placke et al. reported
that the absolute and relative extent of the basal/non-basal
planes has a critical effect on SEI layer formation and leads to
different initial capacity losses.242 The effect of current on Gr
exfoliation was further investigated by Goers et al.238 Varying
the current resulted in different local current densities, which
played a significant role in the local overpotential that affected
the electrochemical performance.238 Such partial local current
density variations were found to be a key parameter in the
exfoliation behaviour of Gr and emphasised the crucial role of
exfoliation in the initial electrochemical performance of active
materials.238 Tang et al. investigated the orientation of the Gr

and the influence of the Li salt with respect to their effect on
the quality of SEI after the formation.243 They found that the
electrochemical activity is higher on the basal plane of the Gr,
resulting in slower formation of the SEI.

While a strong dependence surface modifications of Gr
negative electrodes on SEI formation has been reported in
experimental236–238,244 and simulative studies,245 the reduction
of EC on pristine Si has been simulated to be unaffected by
surface modifications.246 However, differences between pris-
tine and oxidised Si on the SEI formation were observed by Yun
et al.,161 who modelled the reduction EC-based electrolyte on
the two types of Si. The results showed that although an
interaction between Li and passivated oxygen atoms on the Si
surface leads to an increased presence of Li2O on the SiOx

negative electrode, overall the two negative electrodes showed
similar behavior.161

An important factor influencing the formation is the surface
properties of the active material where the interfacial layers are
formed. Exfoliation and slower surface layer formation are
possible negative effects. Specific surface area, surface groups,

Fig. 11 Post mortem SEM images of heat-treated (A) and untreated
(B) graphite (SFG6) in 1 M LiPF6 in EC/PC 1 : 1 (w:w) after a single charge
to 0.005 V with a constant current of 0.01 Ag�1. A region suffering from
exfoliation is indicated with a white circle. Reprinted with permission from
Spahr et al.,236 Elsevir, Copyright 2010.
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e.g. oxygen groups and material homogeneity have been shown
to be important factors. Some problems such as exfoliation or
structural rearrangements are material specific and may vary
betwenn vendors.239 Therefore, surface and material pretreat-
ment must be considered individually for each material group.

Pre-lithiation. In addition to surface properties, electroche-
mical or chemical pre-lithiation can affect the formation pro-
cess. In this process, additional Li is introduced into the cell to
compensate for the high capacity loss in the first cycle, result-
ing in improved SEI qualities and cell metrics.247–250 For
example, Chevrier et al. employed pre-lithiation to a Si alloy,
which helped to improve CR and CE.251 A cylindrical cell with a
pre-lithiated Si alloy showed a CR of 80% after 500 cycles
and CE of 99% after 700 cycles.251 Esen et al. compared
differences between SiC electrodes with and without pre-
lithiation in NMC811||SiC cells in terms of formation and
ageing behaviour.252 As a result of pre-lithiation, a more stable
SEI consisting of a higher proportion of LiF, Li3PO4 and organic
species was obtained compared to the non-pre-lithiated refer-
ence. They also showed a significant increase in cycle
stability.252 Sun et al. added nanocomposites, i.e. transition
metals and lithium oxides, to the positive LiFePO4 electrode.253

In Gr||LiFePO4 coin cells, pre-lithiation resulted in a 11%
capacity increase in comparison to the cells build with pristine
electrodes.253

Electrode. To increase the energy density, the coating
can be densified or increased in thickness.254 These high
energy electrodes may lead to an inhomogeneous electrolyte
wetting, resulting in an uneven formation and poor cycling
performance.255–257

With thicker electrodes also the risk of Li-plating rises
during formation.135 In addition, Li-plating is also associated
with an increase in the volume of gas generated during for-
mation, which can further exacerbate the problem in
larger cells.

The increased polarisation due to thick electrodes can be
addressed by structuring the electrodes,258 e.g. via mechanical
embossing,259 laser ablation,260–262 or a gradient film design,263

enabling the production of thick high energy electrodes with-
out sacrificing significant power capability.257 The maximum
current and the degassing steps must be adjustd to the elec-
trode design, especially for high-energy cells.

Electrolyte. The electrolyte plays a key role in the formation
process. The electrolyte typically consists of several compo-
nents, i.e., salts, solvents, and additives. Typical weight propor-
tions of components in an electrolyte mixture are 12.6 wt% salt,
0–10 wt% additives, and approximately 85 wt% solvent.264

Overall approximately 2%–5% of the electrolyte mass is
reduced during the first two formation cycles.100,101

A basic requirement for successful formation is a sufficient
electrolyte availability.24 This is achieved by maintaining an
electrolyte volume factor that exceeds the total pore volume of
the cell components. Recent research underscores the impor-
tance of achieving a 98% wetting degree before formation, as
the quality of cells post-formation cycling was seen to be closely
tied to the degree of wetting.27

There are several comprehensive reviews covering different
aspects of battery electrolytes. Xu provided a review of electro-
lytes in LIBs and post-Li batteries and electrode|electrolyte
interactions.141,265 The status and progress toward the realiza-
tion of high-voltage electrolytes was reviewed by Fan and
Weng.266 Electrolyte design principles for achieving high-
energy Li batteries are summarized by Wan et al.7 Zhang
et al. provide a summary and guidelines on the development
of non-flammable electrolytes.5 Chemical and enviromental
design guidelines for organic-based electrolyt are provided by
Flamme et al.267 Additives were reviewed by Zhang,268 Zhao
et al.269 and Haregewoin et al.270 Aravindan et al. review
conductive salts used in Li-based batteries.271 Advances and
future directions in the design of electrolytes for fast-charging
is provided by Lei et al.272 and Zhang et al.273 The decomposi-
tion of electrolyte components has been the subject to many
earlier reviews covering the impact on the SEI43,46,88,145,274 and
CEI.275–277 Heisaken et al.89 and An et al.45 provide details of the
initial SEI formation.

This summary focuses on electrolyte aspects that influence
the formation process.

Conductive salt. The conductive salt can significantly
affect the composition of the SEI. In salts that contain fluoride
(F) such as LiPF6 or LiBF4, typically LiF is observed as one of the
main SEI components, however with in different weight
percentages.278–280

It is also possible to combine multiple conductive salts.
For example, Yan et al. dissolved a blend of different salts.281

The electrolyte with the blended salts resulted in an increased
cycling stability and lower impedance, both of which are
attributed to the formation of uniform and stable
passivation layer.

Varying the salt concentration affects the SEI/CEI layer
composition. By elevating the concentration of F-containing
salts the content of LiF can be increased at both electrodes,
leading to a improved impedance and cycling stability, even at
high voltages.282–285 Borodin et al. observed that in the case of
highly concentrated electrolytes, solvent molecules were effec-
tively excluded from direct interactions with the positive elec-
trode surface.286

As can be seen, adjusting the salt and its concentration can
be an effective measure to enable the formation of stable
interphases. However, it must be taken into account that the
salt and its concentration also significantly influence relevant
properties such as the conductivity of the electrolyte.

Conductivity. The ionic conductivity is an intrinsic property
of the electrolyte composition and affects the power capability
of the cell.102 However, it also influences the homogeneity of
the formation process along the electrode.141,287 The ionic
conductivity depends mainly on the salt and its concentration,
but also on the solvent and the temperature.102,288,289

Solvent. Besides the salt also the solvent can significantly
influence the formation process as it reacts at the interface as
soon as the electrochemical stability window is exceeded.

EC is the most widely used solvent. It is known to form
mainly oligomeric products, which are unfavourable due to
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their poor mechanical and thermodynamic stability.290,291

Accordingly, solvent decomposition should be suppressed to
prevent the formation of an ineffective SEI/CEI.7 Differences in
SEI morphology for typical solvent combinations on LTO
electrodes are shown in Fig. 12. As can be seen, the use of
PC/EMC (Fig. 12A) resulted in a smoother but thicker SEI
compared to EC/EMC (Fig. 12B).172

The decomposition reactions also depend on the compo-
nents in the Li+ primary solvation shell.7,286 As the predomi-
nant species in solution changes as a function of the salt
concentration,282,292 this also elucidates the influence of the
conductive salt concentration on the resultant passivation layer
compositions.7 Balbuena et al. found that the spatial distribu-
tion of the reduction reaction product is influenced by the local
solvent concentration.293 Their ab initio molecular dynamics
(AMID) simulations suggest that Li2CO3 is more likely to be
found in regions of low EC concentration, whereas LEDC is
more likely to be found in regions of high EC concentration.

Since the solvent is the main educt for the decomposition
reactions during formation, the choice of solvent has a

significant impact on the composition and morphology. In
addition, decomposition is strongly associated with salt and
also indirectly affects interphase stability by determining the
solubility of the solid reaction products, as discussed below.

Solubility. The SEI species exhibit varying solubilities in
dependence on the solvant.89,294–296 High solubility can be
problematic as it compromises a stable interfacial layer. In
theoretical studies, the solubility of different SEI species in
pure solvents DMC and EC has been investigated.297,298 Irre-
spective of the solvent, the heat of dissolution was determined
to be exothermic for organic species and endothermic for
inorganic species.297,298 This indicates that inorganic species
are less favoured to be dissolved in the electrolyte. A higher
solubility of LiF in EC compared to PC and DMC has been
observed experimentally.294,295 Other SEI species, e.g., Li2CO3,
Li2O LiOCH3 were found to be only weakly soluble in the tested
akylcarbonates solutions, i.e., EC, PC, DMC and EC/PC/DMC
1 : 1 : 3.295

During cycling, the solubility of the SEI species leads to
dissolution and redeposition.127,296,299,300 Due to the higher
solubility of organic species, dissolution is more pronounced
for solvent-derived SEIs, which may also result in accelerated
aging.296,301–303 By choosing a suitable solvent, the solubility of
the SEI species in the electrolyte can also be used to selectively
dissolve unfavourable species and form an SEI with a higher
content of inorganic species.304

Solubilities may also affect initial formation, as suggested by
Ushirogata et al.305 Analysing the solubility of SEI species often
reported in the near-particle region, the authors question the
often assumed immediate deposition of SEI species on the
particle surface, which they call surface growth mechanism
(Fig. 13A). Instead, a near-shore aggregation mechanism is
proposed, which precedes in two successive steps (Fig. 13B).
Upon reaction, the SEI species first diffuse into the electrolyte
and agglomerate in the bulk phase. Agglomerates coalesce
before being deposited on the electrode. This theory is sup-
ported by another recent simulation study, which indicates that
the passivation layer grows by the aggregation of precursors
within the electrolyte bulk.306 The strong aggregation of dis-
solved LEDC307 and the varying solubility of SEI species297,298

confirm the importance of the solvation state308 and support
the hypothesis of a near-shore aggregation mechanism.

The discussion indicates that solubility is an important
aspect of the electrolyte to consider, as it can affect the stability
of the interfacial layer as well as the formation process.

Additives. Additives can perform a variety of functions,
including overvoltage protection and flame retardance.5,64 In
the formation process they are used as sacrificial donors
to modify and to improve SEI and CEI properties.45,309–311 A
large number of additives have been reported to yield favour-
able electrochemical metrics.312 A selection of additives and
reported effects is given in Table 1.

Widely used are VC241,291,313–317 and FEC,226,316–322 which
have been shown to improve SEI properties. VC can also
effectively surpress co-solvant intercalation, improving first
cycle CEs.239–241 Under certain conditions, the reduction of

Fig. 12 SEM images of LTO electrodes after five formation cycels
between 1.5 V and 2.8 V (CC-CV, with a CC rate of 0.1C and CV
termination criterion of 1/20C) of the two solvent mixtures PC/EMC 1 : 1
and (B) EC/EMC 1 : 1. Reprinted with permission from Liu et al.,172 Elsevier,
Copyright 2015.
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FEC and VC results in identical products, which may explain
the beneficial properties of the resulting SEI layers.323 VC can
also effectively surpress co-solvant intercalation, improving
first cycle CEs.240,241

Another commonly studied additive is lithium difluoropho-
sphate (LiDFP). In Gr||NMC full cells, LiDFP has been observed
to improve rate capability and aging, which is attributed to
improved stability and ionic conductivity of the SEI due to
higher Li2CO3 and LiF content.324,325 The addition of LiDFP in
NMC||Li half cells was also found to improve the stability of the
positive electrodes and the CEI. The formed CEIs are reported
to be more uniform, reducing mechanical stress in the layer
and its transfer resistance.326–328 In addition, it mitigates near-

surface reconstructions of the active material and acts as a
transition metal scavenger, enabling stable operation of the
NMC over a wider voltage range.327–331

Recently, electrolytes with multiple additives have been
tested to take advantage of synergistic effects.332–335 For exam-
ple, by combining LiDFP with other additives, the improve-
ments in terms of rate capability, CR and calendric ageing of
the individual additives were further enhanced.326,335–337 Com-
binations of addtives were systemetically assessed by Song
et al.338 and Wang et al.312,339,340 with regards to electrochemi-
cal performance metrics and gas evolution.

Computational first-principles studies can provide insight
into the functionality of additives. Wang et al. show that VC has

Fig. 13 Schematic representation of the (A) surface growth mechanisms and (B) near-shore aggregation mechanisms. Reprinted with permission from
Ushirogata et al.,305 IOP Publishing, Copyright 2015.

Table 1 Exemplary selection of electrolyte additives used to promote the electrode|electrolyte passivation layers. Effects on the interphases are taken
from the listed references and briefly summarized

Additive Effect Ref.

Vinylene carbonate (VC) Compact but rigid sei 118
Improved thermal stability
Polycarbonate-rich sei 314

Fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) Smooth, compact sei structure 118
Mechanically strong (less factures) 313
Improved thermal stability poly(carbonate)- and lif-rich
inner sei

318

Aminosilane-based (TMS-ON) Reduction of transition-metal dissolution due to stable cei 310
Enhanced sei integrity with low interfacial resistance
HF scavenger

Lithium difluorophosphate (lidfp) Uniform, mechanically stable sei and cei 324–331
High li2co3 and lif contents
Mitigation of near-surface reconstructions
Transition metal scavenger
High ionic conductivity

5-Methyl-4-((trifluoromethoxy)methyl)-1,3-dioxol-2-one
(DMVC-OCF3)

Mechanically deformable SEI 334
Lif-rich inner SEI

5-Methyl-4-((trimethylsilyloxy)methyl)-1,3-dioxol-2-one
(DMVC-OTMS)

Mechanically deformable SEI 334
Improved structural integrity of the CEI and SEI
HF scavenger

Lithium fluoromalonato(difluoro)borate (lifmdfb) +
fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC)

Uniform, thin, compact sei and cei 332
Improved positive electrode integrity and reduction of
transition-metal dissolution
High mechanical stress tolerance of the sei

Hexafluorocyclotriphosphazene (HFPN) + fluoroethylene
carbonate (FEC)

Lowered gas evolution 333
Less alkyl carbonates in the electrolyte after aging
Smooth, homogeneous sei with less organic species
Improved structural integrity of the negative electrode
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a higher reduction potential than EC and produces more stable
intermediates during reduction than EC.341 The effect on the
oligomerization process of EC was also studied, showing that
the introduction of FEC or VC modifies the process.342,343 This
modification results in an increase in the formation of poly-
meric species and a decrease in the formation of unstable
oligomeric products.342 In addition, in the presence of LiDFP,
the LUMO and HOMO levels of EC and EMC are higher,
indicating facilitated oxidation and hindered reduction of the
solvents at the negative and positive electrodes, respectively.328

To conclude, additives can be used to influence the reac-
tions during formation and to achieve interfacial layers with
improved properties. As can be seen in Table 1, there is a wide
variety of additives. Some are associated with specific proper-
ties. However, there is little understanding of the underlying
mechanisms, which hinders to provide design principles.
Nevertheless, in contrast to solvents and salts, additives pro-
mise a targeted improvement of the interphase properties
without affecting the electrolyte properties.

Electrolyte design. The influence of the electrolyte on the
formation process is manifold, which results in a huge design
space. The incorporation of next generation materials increases
the requirements. Electrolyte design is a promising strategy
to improve stability for wider voltage windows and more
significant volume expansion. However, the design process
is complecated due to many interdependencies. For example,
salt concentration affects ionic conductivity and interphase
formation, making it difficult to tune these aspects separately.
Key challenges for rational electrolyte design have recently
been summarized by Wan et al.7 and comprise the composi-
tion, solvation structure and bulk properties as shown in
Fig. 14A.

The development of electrolytes is further complicated by
the complexity of SEI/CEI, the ideal composition of which is
unclear. Overall, a passivation layer with a high inorganic and
low alkyl carbonate content seems to improve the aging per-
formance of conventional Gr-based electrodes.333 The advan-
tages of inorganic over organic SEI species are mainly due to

their low solubility and thermodynamic stability, both of which
ensure protection of the electrodes, resulting in improved
safety and aging.

Among the inorganic components, high LiF content is
increasingly associated with favourable SEI/CEI properties,
especially for high-capacity materials.344 LiF is characterized
by high mechanical stability.7,344 The mechanical stability
results from low Young’s modulus and high interfacial energy
with alloy negative electrodes,7,222,334 which tolerates high
active material expansions. This prevents breakage of the
passivation layer, which would lead to increased electrolyte
consumption. The mechanical stability and high lithiophilicity
also prevent dendrite growth.344 Further, LiF exhibits good
ionic transport properties229,345 and electronic insulation
capabilities,346,347 resulting in a thin layer. This results in high
first cycle CEs and low interfacial resistances. Lastly, LiF posses
a high thermodynamical stability due to a wide band gap.348

These intrinsic properties result in an improved ageing, fast-
charge performance and safety.5,7

To increase the content of inorganics in the SEI/CEI various
electrolyte compostitions were tested. Multiple recent studies
point out that inorganic-rich SEI/CEIs can be acheived by
preferentially decomposing anions instead of the solvent. To
foster the decomposition of anions over solvents, an increased
number of anions in the primary solvation shell is key.7

Elevating the reduction potential of the anion and lowering
the solvent’s reduction potential (Fig. 14B) by tuning the
electrolyte composition can augment the formation further to
yield more inorganic species.222 By applying these design
principles, tailored electrolyte solutions that promote F-rich
SEI/CEIs already have developed and shown to improve the
electrochemical performance.222,223,349

Despite the progress, improvements are still needed to
achieve the high CEs (499.9%) required for long-term use of
high-capacity negative electrodes and high-voltage positive
electrodes in many applications.350 Therefore, the search for
electrolyte components and formation protocols that further
promote the formation of the F-rich inorganic passivation

Fig. 14 (A) Key scientific challengens reagarding the design of electrolyte involved in improving the SEI and CEI to enbale high-energy LIBs. Factors that
need to be considered in designing an electrode include electrolyte compositio, bulk properties and the solvation structure. (B) Reduction potentials of
various electrolyte composnents calculated via DFT simulations by Chen et al.222 The colors denote a preferential reduction of an anion (red) and solvant
(blue). The marker denote species undergoing ionic aggregation (circels) and completely dissociated Li+ species. Reprinted with permission from Wan
et al.,7 Springer Nature, Copyright 2023.
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layer is an important task.7,47 This requires a more in-depth
understanding of the influence of individual electrolyte com-
ponents on SEI/CEI composition, which is currently incom-
plete. This is due to the complexity of the interactions, the
many contributing parameters. As a result, optimizing the
electrolyte design remains one of the major challenges for
improving the formation process. To address this challenge,
more systematic research is needed to gain a more fundamen-
tal understanding of how to tune the electrolyte to achieve
improved SEI/CEI compositions.

Separator. The separator has a major influence on the
quality, safety and performance of a battery cell.351 The effect
of the separator material on formation quality has been little
studied. However, it is expected that the separator also plays a
key role in the formation due to its high influence on the Li
transport within the cell. Some investigations of the separator
with respect to wettability, mechanical strength and cycle
stability have been reported.352,353 We will discuss these find-
ings in the context of the requirements for the formation
process.

Man et al. describe the relationship between the degree of
wetting of the separator and the effective current density in the
battery cell.352 Inadequate wetting impedes ion transport and is
resulting in higher internal resistances and inhomogeneous
current distributions in the cell. During formation, inhomoge-
neous current densities can lead to inhomogeneous SEI
formation, resulting in varying SEI and CEI thicknesses and
structures.352

Ladadec et al. investigated the effect of the separator mate-
rial on the local compressive stresses.353 They found that a
given compressive stress has a greater negative effect, e.g. pore
closure limiting Li transport, on polyethylene separator than
on others separators such as a polypropylene separator. There-
fore, some separator materials may also be more sensitive to
internal and external compressive stresses during formation.
This is relevant when external compression is applied during
formation.

Frankenberger et al. investigated the effect of lamination on
the formation process and electrochemical performance. They
found that laminated cells exhibited reduced capacity fade at
all formation rates and cycling rates.354 The authors attribute
the reduced capacity fade of the laminated cells to either
inhomogeneous SEI growth or significantly reduced additional
surface reactions at fast formation cycles.354

The separator mainly influences cell performance and max-
imum applicable rates, which is also relevant to the formation
process, e.g. fast formation cycles. Furthermore, only an indir-
ect correlation has been reported due to incomplete wetting. It
can be speculated that wettability might also correlate with
degassing properties. However, currently there are no dedicated
studies on this aspect.

Cell format. Different cell formats and designs exhibit
different characteristics due to temperature, pressure or
current density distributions resulting from the internal
layout.355 This also affects the formation, as suggested by
recent studies.

In the work of Lee et al., half cells, coin cells and cylindrical
cells were formed at different cut-off voltages.139 While the half
cells and coin cells did not show any increased capacity fade
during cycling at any specific voltage cut-off voltage, the cylind-
rical cells at a cut-off voltage of 3.6 V showed a reduced CR.139

Bridgewater et al. show a slightly increased capacity loss in the
first cycle, but an improved CR for multi-layer pouch cells
compared to coin and single layer cells.356 Both results suggest
that cell performance is affected by formation in different cell
formats.

Drees et al. investigated a fast formation protocol with three-
electrode coin cells and multilayer pouch cells.153 The cells
showed a slight voltage deviation for the different cell formats
during formation, but showed similar voltage curves in later
cycles at 1C.153 These voltage deviations were attributed to
temperature and manufacturing inhomogeneities.153

In addition, the cell format influences the liquid and gas
transport pathways, which also affect the formation process, as
shown in a study by Hagemeister et al.27 They observed
differences in the capacity decay after formation between
pouch and hardcase cells for different wetting degrees. While
there was a clear correlation between the ageing behaviour and
the degree of wetting for the hardcase cells, there was no
correlation for the pouch cells.27

Heidrich et al. investigated the SEI at the positive and
negative electrodes of coin cells, laboratory-scale pouch cells
and larger multi-layer pouch cells and found variations in the
composition and thickness of the passivation layers.63 These
were associated with differences in the residual water content,
mainly of the casing used for each cell format. Higher initial
water content in the cells resulted in lower CE during
formation.63

In smaller cells, gas generation is uncritical, and formation
can be performed in a sealed cell.119 In larger cells, gas bubbles
interfere with the formation process by blocking Li-ion trans-
port and interfering with electrolyte contact with the electrode
surfaces,135,357,358 necessitating gas venting.119,120 In industry
various gas venting methods are applied.359–362 The procedure
may differ depending on the cell format. Hard case formats are
usually sealed after gas venting.363,364 Pouch cell formats and
occasionally hard case formats can be sealed, then opened and
sealed again.12,119,365,366

In addition to the effect of cell format, there are also
geometric differences between the cell types used in formation
studies. In most commercial cells, the negative electrode is
larger than the positive electrode, known as negative electrode
overhang. This causes additional equalisation processes and
interferes capacity,367 CE,367,368 and self-discharge tests.369,370

However, the effect of size differences is often neglected
in formation studies and can lead to confounded conclu-
sions when comparing laboratory and industrial scale cells.
Roth et al. investigated the effect of SOC and negative
electrode overhang size on self-discharge behaviour after for-
mation in single-layer pouch cells. They attributed the transient
self-discharge to SEI growth and equalisation processes, and
showed that both effects were less pronounced at low SOCs.371
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The cell format and design can influence the formation
process. However, detailed studies and a mechanistic insight
into this influence are currently not available.

Experimental characterisation

Various techniques are used to analyse and evaluate the effects
and interdependencies of the influencing factors on the for-
mation process. This chapter summarises the applied experi-
mental methods that have been successfully used to study
formation processes or closely related aspects.

Characterisation of the formation process varies in level of
detail and scope. Some characterisation techniques can be
integrated into battery cell production and are then applied
to each individual cell produced, others provide more detail but
are typically limited to a small number of samples due to time-
consuming preparation or the need for special setups. The
latter are therefore most commonly used in research and
development activities. This distinction is also used to group
available studies:

1. In-line testing: non-destructive characterisation of full
cells. Applicable as a quality control measure in cell production.

2. Sample testing: destructive experiments (ex situ, post-
mortem or special cell design required). Sample size is limited
to small numbers, but in-depth material characterisation is
possible.

This chapter aims to illustrate the options available for
characterising the various aspects and properties affected by
the process. Existing methods with their main results related to
the formation process are summarised in Fig. 15.

In-line testing – non-destructive characterization of full cells

Non-destructive or operando characterisation can be used to
characterise the battery cell during and after formation. These
methods can be integrated into the battery cell production as
quality control and integral part of the EOL testing.

Capacity test. Cell capacity testing is essential in assessing
battery quality. Before measuring capacity, the battery cell must
be fully charged to the upper cut-off voltage. The charge should
be a CC–CV charge followed by a rest period. The cell is then
discharged to the lower cut-off voltage with a specified C-rate,
e.g. C/3. A static capacity test measures the discharge capacity
in ampere-hours.372 The test should be repeated until three
consecutive discharge capacities are stable within a defined
range. To measure full capacity, either very low C-rates or a CV
phase must be applied after CC discharge. The capacity test is
performed along with other tests after the ageing process. The
current trend in large-scale production is to measure the
capacity either before the ageing phase or in the formation
phase. This allows early quality check and helps reduce process
time.373

The capacity is influenced by the formation process, because
during the process Li is consumed, which reduces the amount
of cyclable lithium inventory (CLI). Therefore, differences in the
loss of CLI can be assessed by comparing discharge capacities.

Coulombic efficiency and capacity retention test. The pro-
gress of the formation process can be assessed using the CE
and CR. In the first cycle, the CE is rather low, usually less than
0.9.374 After the formation process is complete, the surface
layers are passivated and capacity loss due to side reactions is
largely inhibited. At the beginning of their life, LIBs typically
achieve coulombic efficiencies greater than 0.996,375 which

Fig. 15 Schematic overview of frequently reported methods and their application in the characterisation of the formation process. The figure is devided
into methods that can be integrated into in-line quality control and methods that are typically only for sample-based characterisation.
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continue to increase over the first cycles of the battery.
Towards the end of the battery’s life, the CE may decrease
significantly.375,376

CE is defined as the ratio between the capacity during the
charging process and the capacity of the subsequent discharge
process:

CE ¼ Ah capacity for nth discharge cycle

Ah capacity for nth charge cycle

Capacity is usually measured by current counting, i.e. inte-
grating the applied current, in CC charge and discharge cycles
using low C-rates, e.g. C/22.367 However, it is important that the
SOC before charging is equal to the SOC after discharging,
which is ideally 0% SOC. This can be achieved by discharging
the cell prior to the CE test using the same discharge procedure
as for the CE measurement. CR is the ratio between the capacity
of two successive discharges:

CR ¼ Ahcapacity for ðnþ1Þth discharging
Ah capacity for nth discharge

CE and CR are both useful for assessing side reactions at the
negative and positive electrode. CE is also a useful value for
estimating the cycle stability of a battery cell without long-term
battery cycling tests.375,377 However, it has been pointed out
that very high measurement accuracy is required for cycle life
assessment. According to Smith et al.377 CE measurement
accuracies of at least 0.01% are required, while standard
measurement equipment is not sufficient. The requirements
for CE measurement accuracy may be lower when evaluating
the progress of the formation process, as the changes in CE
during formation are significantly greater as discussed above.

CE and CR can be used to study irreversible side reactions at
the negative and positive electrode, as studied by Tornheim
et al.378 However, it is necessary to distinguish between cells
with different type of limitation. Typically, LIBs are inventory
limited, which means that cyclable Li inventory (CLI) deter-
mines the charge and discharge capacity. This is illustrated in
Fig. 16. It can be seen that for a fully discharged cell the CLI is
only in the positive electrode (Fig. 16A) and for a fully charged
cell the CLI is only in the negative electrode (Fig. 16B). There-
fore, the discharge and charge capacities are only determined
by the CLI of the negative and positive electrodes, respectively.

Reduction reactions at the negative electrode reduce the CLI
of the negative electrode, while oxidation reaction at the
positive electrode increase the CLI of the positive electrode,
as shown in Fig. 16. Therefore, the reduction reaction at the
negative electrode reduces the discharge capacity but does not
directly affect the charge capacity. Conversely, the oxidation
reaction at the positive electrode increases the CLI and thus
increases charge capacity but does not directly affect discharge
capacity.

As shown by Tornheim et al.,378 this can be used to distin-
guish between oxidation and reduction reactions. CE is only
affected by the reduction reaction at the negative electrode,

giving CE o1. CR is affected by both reactions, but in opposite
directions. Reduction reactions at the negative electrodes result
in a decrease in CR. Oxidation reaction at the positive electrode
result in an increase in CR.

The situation is more complicated for site-limited cells.
Here the capacity is determined by the available sites at one
electrode. Cells using Li metal as the negative electrode are a
typical example.379,380 Here, Li metal provides a large reservoir
for CLI. Thus, as long as sufficient Li metal is available, the
capacity is determined only by the available sites of the positive
electrode.379,380

Another important issue is anomalies in the measurements,
such as these caused by the aforementioned negative electrode
overhang.367 Here the measured CE depends on the initial state
and resting time prior the CE measurement, which can be
classified as a short-term path dependency phenomenon.381 As
this anomaly can significantly distort the measured value, it
must be considered carefully when using CE to evaluate for-
mation progress.

While the capacity measurement mainly evaluates the loss
of CLI due to the formation process. Evaluation of the CR and
CE provides further insight into the stability and passivation
properties of the interfacial layers and allows differentiation

Fig. 16 Schematic of CLI fluxes during (A) charge and (B) discharge. The
amount and location of CLI is indicated by the reservoirs in the negative
and positive electrodes at the beginning of the charge and discharge,
respectively. Li fluxes are shown as arrows. The size of the arrow indicates
the magnitude of the flux. The colours indicate the de/intercalation
reaction (yellow), the loss of CLI due to the SEI reduction reaction at the
negative electrode (green) and the gain of CLI due to the oxidation
reaction at the positive electrode (blue).
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between positive and negative electrode passivation. Despite
the limitations for inventory limited cells and the bias due to
negative electrode overhang, it is a simple yet useful method to
evaluate the progression and success of the formation process.

Self-discharge measurements. Self-discharge measurements
are very time consuming and can take many days or even
weeks.13,17,119 This long duration is due to low self-discharge
rates and transient behaviour caused by relaxation effects,
making early detection of electrochemical defects and micro-
shorts in the early phase of the measurement difficult.17,369,370

However, the decay of the self-discharge current, which is
mainly attributed to the continuous growth of the SEI,382,383

directly indicates the passivating properties of the interphases
after the formation cycling and is used to identify cells with
increased leakage currents.17,119

There are three methods for determining self-discharge: the
capacity loss method, the voltage hold method and the voltage
decay method.369,384 The methods are depicted in Fig. 17. The
capacity loss method (Fig. 17A) compares the capacity before
and after a period of storage, allowing the separation of
reversible and irreversible capacity losses. Disadvantages of
this method are that it does not provide information during
storage, which limits its ability to identify early rejects, and it
requires the cell to be cycled before and after storage.369 The
voltage hold or float current method (Fig. 17B) directly mea-
sures the current required to maintain a given cell
voltage.370,385 This measurement shows time-resolved self-
discharge and allows early rejects to be identified. However, it
requires continuous and accurate voltage control and the
measurement equipment is occupied for the entire test
duration.369 The voltage decay method (Fig. 17C) tracks the
cell voltage over the storage period. The voltage can be mea-
sured at intervals and does not require a battery cycler.
Although the voltage drop during storage already provides
information about self-discharge, it has been shown that
calculating the actual self-discharge current from the differen-
tial capacity vs. voltage plot provides time-resolved information
comparable to the voltage hold method.369,385 Liao et al.
recently developed a detection method that can quickly assess
the self-discharge rate of the battery cells by observing the OCV
difference during the battery resting process. The OCV thresh-
old is then compared with the OCV difference, and the ratio of

the threshold is normalised. When the threshold ratio is
compared with the self-discharge analysis results, it is con-
cluded that the OCV detection method is reliable and can
therefore be used to quickly analyse the self-discharge beha-
viour of the battery cells.386

Overall, the voltage decay method offers greater flexibility in
terms of measurement equipment, while still providing a
detailed and time-resolved self-discharge measurement. This
makes the decay method well suited for cell manufacturing and
formation analysis. The voltage hold method, on the other
hand, provides reliable and direct measurement of self-
discharge. Separation of reversible and irreversible effects can
only be achieved by the capacity loss method, making it a
suitable complement to voltage-based methods. When inter-
preting self-discharge measurements, it is also important to
consider the influence of intermediate check-ups and cell
design on relaxation behaviour, which can distort the
evaluation.371,387,388

To conclude, self-discharge measurements also provide
information on the passivation properties of the interfacial
layers. In contrast to CE and CR measurements, it is much
more time consuming, but offers a higher sensitivity. Some-
times it is the only in-line method that shows significant
differences for different formation processes.149

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. EIS allows the
unravelling of complex processes in full cells389 and can be
used operando within the cell manufacturing process.

Often, EIS spectra are used primarily to qualitatively assess
differences between different formation process conditions and
material impacts. In general, higher impedances indicate less
favourable conditions. Similarly, EIS spectra can be used to
assess the completion of SEI formation.139

In addition, EIS allows to distinguish between different
process due to varying contributions at different time
constants.389,390 In addition, EIS can enable to distinguish
between different process contributions, such as interface or
diffusion processes.389 However, sometimes process separation
is difficult due to similar time constants.389,391 An overview on
different processes and their typical frequency domains is
provided by Krewer et al.392

To separate the process contributions, equivalent circuit
models are often fitted to the impedance spectra. By applying

Fig. 17 Illustrations of different self-discharge measurement approaches: (A) Voltage decay method, (B) voltage hold method, and (C) capacity loss
method. Reprinted with permission from Roth et al.,369 IOP Publishing, Copyright 2023.
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distribution of relaxation time (DRT) analysis to the frequency
data, improved identification of the underlying process con-
tributions and definition of more robust models can be
achieved.391 Separation of processes via equivalent circuit
models allows, for example, to evaluate cell-to-cell differences
and to assess the SEI film resistance separate from other
process contributions.393

However, some challenges remain. For example, an increase
in film resistance could be related to thicker surface films but
could also indicate slower ion transport within the film. In
addition, interface resistivity is strongly related to specific
surface area, which is often unknown and subject to significant
uncertainty.

EIS can also be used in combination with other electroche-
mical techniques. For example, EIS has been combined with
cyclic voltammetry.190 Here, it is used to identify distinct
regions for subsequent EIS analysis.

EIS provides complementary information to the previously
discussed measurements, as it does not evaluate the interfacial
layer based on the loss of Li inventory, but directly on the
interfacial properties, e.g. the interfacial or film resistances. In
particular, a combined evaluation of CLI and interface resistiv-
ity using impedance spectra can be used to infer film properties
such as ion transport.

Differential voltage analysis. SEI formation and Li
plating can be studied operando using differential voltage
analysis (DVA).

DVA can be useful to identify undesired SEI formations. This
was shown by Müller et al. who identified differences in the
differential voltage curves of NMC622||Gr-based cells formed
with and without a CV step and were able to correlate these
observations with ex situ analysis.394 It was revealed that the SEI
appeared to be more heterogeneous and porous in the cell
formed without a CV step, which was also reflected in the
appearance of the differential voltage profiles.

To investigate Li plating/stripping, an operando analysis via
DVA was introduced by Petzl and Danzer.395 It associates a
particular minimum in the DVA curves with stripping of pre-
viously plated Li. However, some challenges to the general
applicability of using DVA to quantify Li stripping have been
raised in the recent work of O’Kane et al.396

In conclusion, DVA is another technique complementary to
CLI based techniques. It provides additional information and can
be applied as a manufacturing process control measure,397 but
the interpretation of measurement results is more demanding.

Internal resistance measurements. The internal resistance
of LIB cells is an important parameter for assessing cell
quality and is routinely determined as part of the EOL to
identify scrap. After formation, the internal resistances
should have a low standard deviation as it correlates with the
cell internal heating,398,399 which may cause heterogeneous
ageing.400 Further, the internal resistance at low SOCs was
found to correlate with cycle life in lab scale NMC111||Gr cells
and to be a better predictive feature in comparison to the CE or
changes in discharge voltage curves, which are often used to
assess the impact of formation protocols.104

The determination of the internal resistance can be carried
out using a direct current (DC), i.e. galvanostatic intermittent
titration technique (GITT)401,402 and intermittent current inter-
ruption (ICI),403 or a alternating current (AC), i.e. EIS.401,404

Barai et al. compared the internal resistance of 20 Ah LFP||Gr-
based LIB pouch cells obtained with GITT and EIS.405 The
determined resistances were found to be in good agreement.405

In pulse-based resistance investigations, however, the time-
based measurement resolution of typical cyclers, limits the
distinction of different process contributions to the overall
resistance.405

In summary, measuring the internal resistance provides
information about the cell quality. Resistance can be deter-
mined using both DC and AC measurements. While AC-based
determination is more time-consuming and requires more
precise equipment, DC-based techniques can be easily
performed in-line by typical cyclers and provide comparable
information on the total cell resistance. However, an EIS
measurement is required to differentiate between individual
process components.

Sample testing – ex situ, post mortem or special cell design
required

Although much valuable data on the formation outcome can be
obtained in-line, other techniques can provide further insight.
These methods may require sophisticated preparation, special
experimental setups, or destructive post-mortem analysis.

Comprehensive discussions of the analytical techniques that
can be used to investigate LIBs can be found in other available
reviews. Verma et al. published a review giving insight into
many methods, which can be used to characterise the SEI.88

The review by Zampardi and La Mantia summarises current
and emerging techniques applied to analyse the CEI.406 Wald-
mann et al. provided an overview article on post-mortem analy-
sis methods of LIBs in general.407 Here we will focus on
discussing some tests specifically informative about the for-
mation process.

Characterisation of experimental cells. Special cell setups
can provide valuable additional information that cannot be
obtained from a classical fully assembled cell. Investigations of
electrodes with a Li metal reference electrode or in symmetrical
cells, i.e. cells composed of electrodes of the same type, can
have the advantage of isolating an electrode of interest.134

Experimental cells can be assembled before or after formation,
e.g. by extracting the electrodes of a full cell after formation. As
an alternative, inclusion of reference electrodes in special cell
setups is possible, but not typically done in commercial cell
production. Such studies are therefore most useful to accom-
pany the production process or to investigate the influence of
changes/adjustments to the formation process.

Three-electrode cells allow the individual impedance of the
negative and positive electrodes to be evaluated. For example,
in the formation study by Chiang et al. the CEI and SEI were
examined separately and it was shown that the impedance of
the negative electrode was affected by different formation
processes, while no significant changes were found for the
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positive electrode.154 Huang et al. aimed to investigate impe-
dance contributions, but assembled a three-electrode setup by
plating Li metal reference electrode in situ on a Cu wire located
inside the cell prior to formation.106

Schomburg et al. introduced a novel DVA-based approach to
determine the growth behaviour of SEI using three-electrode
setup with Li metal reference electrode.408 This allowed to
derive continuous SEI growth curves for different electrolytes.
The growth curves are shown in Fig. 18. As differences between
electrolytes were observed, this method is useful for analysing
new electrolyte formulations. The data can also be used to
parametrise SEI growth models.408 Potentially the method can
also be used as an early quality control measure in production
lines, as the DVA has also been used in ageing studies based
solely on full cell voltage.409–414

Similar to three-electrode cells, half cells can be used to
study electrode formation individually. Half cells are used in
combination with EIS and cyclic voltametry measurements to
study initial SEI formation95,131 as well as effects of material
pretreatments415 and electrolyte compositions.416 Solchenbach
et al.96 used EIS at 0% SOC before and after formation to obtain
the SEI resistance RSEI for various electrolyte solutions in of
Gr||Li half cells. The measured impedance spectra are depicted
in Fig. 19A and B. The low SOC (blocking condition) was chosen
because charge transfer is slow in fully discharged Gr electro-
des, which allows the clear separation of RSEI by fitting a
transmission line model (Fig. 19C) to the impedance data,
which is not possible at high SOCs (non-blocking condition).
Although there are variations due to electrolyte dependence,
the resistances between the non-blocking (Fig. 19D) and block-
ing (Fig. 19E) conditions are similar, suggesting that the SEI
resistance plays a significant role in the overall intercalation
resistance of a Gr electrode under non-blocking conditions.96

Symmetric cells are often used for EIS experiments and are a
useful tool for formation studies. This setup allows the con-
tribution of the negative and positive electrode to be separated.
For example, it can be used to investigate whether the SEI has
formed completely without interference from the impedance of

Fig. 18 SEI thickness growth identified by a combined DVA and model-
based analysis method for two electrolytes. Reprinted with permission
from Schomburg et al.,408 John Wiley and Sons, Copyright 2022.

Fig. 19 (A) Normalized impedance of graphite||Li half cell at 0% SOC (ca.
2.01 V vs. Li+/Li) at 25 1C after formation (2� C/10 CC full cycels) for the
base electrolyte solution 1 M LiPF6 EC/EMC 3 : 7 (blue squares) and with
1 wt% of the respective additives FEC (yellow triangles), VC (red diamonds)
and DiFEC (green triangles) (B) Enlarged view of high-frequency area of the
entire impedance spectrum. (C) Used transmission line model (TLM) with
two R/Q-elements to fit RSEI to the impedance data. The value of RPore was
obtained by analysing additional impedance data and was kept fixed during
the RSEI fit. (D) Intercalation resistance RInt (=RSEI + RCT) obtained by fitting
the impedance data in non-blocking conditions at 40% SOC. (E) SEI
resistance RSEI determined in blocking conditions at 0% SOC. Reprinted
with permission from Solchenbach et al.,96 IOP Publishing, Copyright
2021.
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the positive electrode. Momma et al. provided a detailed review
of symmetrical cells.417 Heidrich et al. used electrodes from
NMC622||Gr-based cells after formation in symmetrical cells
for EIS experiments.418 This showed that the impedance of the
negative electrodes did not increase much as the impedance of
the positive electrodes as a result of long-term cycling, implying
a different growth behaviour of the SEI and the CEI. Further,
symmetric cells can be used to sudy the impact of electrolyte
compositions on the SEI and cell performance. Analysing EIS
and cyclic voltametry mesurements of various electrolytes in
Li||Li cells, Hobold et al. found a correlation between a fast Li+

exchange trough the SEI to a stable cycling performance.419

Three-electrode, half cell, and symmetrical cell setups can be
used to examine individual electrode contributions separately.
This is useful for identifying material-dependent changes.
Symmetrical cells are suitable as a post-mortem analysis tech-
nique to analyze full cells after formation but can also provide
information on the evolution of the passivation layer.

Surface analysis techniques. Most relevant processes during
formation take place at the interfaces between the active
material and the electrolyte. The composition and thickness
of the interphase layers are critical to cell performance. Due to
their low thickness, bulk-sensitive techniques cannot be used
to characterise the layers, and surface analysis is mainly used
instead. Surface analytical methods cannot usually be used in-
line and require the cell to be opened. Here, an overview of
techniques that have been used to characterise battery electro-
des after formation is given.

Microscopy based techniques. Many studies on formation
strongly rely on microscopy-based techniques to reveal the
morphology of the interphase layers.

SEM is a powerful and widely available microscopic techni-
que. After formation, typical applications of SEM include
morphological studies of the electrode particles, including
their coverage, deposition of residues or plated Li. For example,
Märkle et al. used SEM in their study of different Gr types and
electrolytes to identify the surface coverage and extent of
exfoliation of Gr particles.237 Schweidler et al. were able to
correlate CEI growth and particle cracking during the first five
cycles.76 For identification of particle cracking they relied on
SEM images. Fig. 20 shows SEM images of the LNO electrodes
during initial charging with increasing electrode potentials, i.e.
(A) pristine, (B) 3.8 V, (C) 4.1 V and (D) 4.2 V. The technique
reveals that at higher voltage particle cracking occurs.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) enables to gain
deeper insight at smaller length scales. However, unlike SEM,
TEM often requires more elaborate sample preparation and is
generally not designed to examine large number of samples.
Fig. 21A shows one of the earliest TEM images of the SEI on
Gr.420 Today, cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-
TEM) allows the study of sensitive chemical phases without
damaging the interfacial layer,421 allowing the microstructure
of the SEI to be studied. For example, Huang et al. found that in
carbon black||Li half cells, a predominantly amorphous SEI of
approximately 2 nm forms on the carbon black during an initial
C/10 cycle, as shown in Fig. 21B.422 Extending TEM with

electron energy-loss spectrocopy (EELS) also provides high
resolution structural and chemical information.423 For exam-
ple, Chen et al.222 obtained and analysed EELS spectral images
of Si negative electrodes after cycling for a designed and a
conventional electrolyte. The comparison of the images shows
that the SEI of the designed electrolyte (Fig. 21C) is thinner
compared to the traditional electrolyte (Fig. 21D). In addition,
the LiF content near the particles of the designed electrolyte
(Fig. 21E) is higher than that of the conventional electrolyte
(Fig. 21F). Recent progress in establishing in situ TEM analyses
of battery electrodes has been discussed in a review article by
Yuan et al.424

The combination of SEM and TEM can provide interesting
insights due to their distinctly different scopes and capabilities.
For example, Bhattacharya et al. studied formation of SEI
on Gr-based electrodes when they applied different voltage
scan rates in a linear sweep voltammetry experiment.425 SEM
images showed a difference in layer morphology, with the
SEI being more uniform and tubular.425 By performing TEM
measurements, the authors were then able to determine the
microstructure of the formed SEI, which consisted of nanocrys-
talline domains within an amorphous structure.420,425 Cheong
et al. also used a combination of TEM and SEM to study the
formation on the alternative negative electrode material, i.e.
Co3O4 nanoparticles. By combining the datasets from both
methods, changes in the SEI morphology became apparent.75

TEM visualised the SEI layer after formation and after cycling
and determined its thickness.75 SEM, which covers a larger
area, showed the SEI around the particles.75

When electron microscopes are equipped with energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) capability, the elemental
composition of samples can often be determined directly after
imaging, making the technique even more valuable.426 For
example, among other analytical techniques, Stockhausen
et al. used SEM and EDX. Results are shown in Fig. 22. While
Gr surface did not show any significant structural changes as

Fig. 20 Top view SEM images of the LNO cathode taken (A) after 1 h OCV
and (B) after charging to B3.8 V, (C) B4.1 V and (D) B4.2 V vs. Li+|Li in the
first cycle. Reprinted with permission from Schweidler et al.,77 John Wiley
and Sons, Copyright 2020.
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shown in Fig. 22A, SEI deposits are visible on the Gr surface in
the EDX as shown in Fig. 22B. The scope and limitations of
electron microscopy in the context of LIB research have been
reviewed by Wu et al.426

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is an alternative method for
morphological analysis, e.g. for determining the thickness of
the SEI. Using special cell designs, the method can be applied
in situ, as described for amorphous carbon,427,428 HOPG-based
electrodes,52,428,429 MCMB428 and Si-based electrodes.222,430 As
an example, the evolution of the SEI morphology on a thin layer
of amorphous carbon during an initial charge with a consistent
voltage scan rate is shown Fig. 23.427 The AFM images show
minor changes of the surface morphology at potentials higher
than 1.5 V (Fig. 23B). The surface roughness and features

exhibit their most significant changes between 0.8 and
0.6 V vs. Li/Li+ (Fig. 23E and F) due to formation of organic
decomposition products. During the remaining charge, the
morphology changes at a slower rate. Such a potential depen-
dent SEI growth of the SEI was observed is also observed for the
other mentioned electrode types.

Furthermore, distinct variations in SEI growth behaviour
were observed when different electrolytes were used. This
highlights the relevance of AFM in the development of novel
electrolytes and the elucidation of the structural evolution of
the SEI. An overview of the application of AFM in the context of
LIB research is given in the review by Weidong et al.431

While SEM and TEM are mostly complementary techniques
as they cover significantly different length scales, AFM is a
frequently used alternative and especially suitable for in situ
analysis.

Spectroscopy-based techniques. To investigate the composi-
tion of interphase layers spectroscopy-based techniques are
usually used.

XPS is a very surface sensitive and frequently applied tech-
nique that can be used to determine surface layer composition.

Fig. 21 (A) Early TEM micrograph of SEI on a discharged artificial graphite
negative electrode. Reprinted with permission from Besenhard and
Winter,420 International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, Copyright
1998 (B) Cryo-TEM images of a carbon black after a single cycle in EC/DEC
electrolyte. The image was taken in the fully delithiated state. Reprinted
with permission from Huang et al.,422 American Chemical Society, 2019.
(C) and (D) are high-angle annular dark-field imaging images of Si
particle surfaces with a designed electrolyte with 2.0 Mol LiPF6 in
tetrahydrofuran(THF)/2-methyltetrahydrofuran (MTHF) (mixTHF) 1 : 1
(C) and a conventional electrolyte with 1.0 Mol LiPF6 in EC/DMC (D). The
red numbers indicate the 5 positions at which the EELS spectral images
were analysed, with 1 being at the layer surface and 5 being at the inner
layer. The LiF distribution of the analysed area is shown in percentage for
the designed electrolyte in (E) and for the conventional electrolyte in (F).
Reprinted with permission from Chen et al.,210 Springer Nature, 2020.

Fig. 22 SEM (A) and EDX (B) images of a graphite surface in NMC622||gra-
phite cells with EC/DMC 1 : 1 + 3% VC electrolyte after formation, respec-
tively. Reprinted with permission from Stockhausen et al.,101 Elsivier,
Copyright 2022.
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An example schematic of an F 1s XP spectrum is shown in
Fig. 24 for a Gr-based negative electrode after formation. It is
illustrated that each of the peaks of the overlapping areas can
be assigned to a chemical state, i.e. LiPF6 or LiF, on the surface.
The area under each peak reflects the number of atoms in the
respective chemical states. Thus, XPS enables both identifi-
cation and quantification of chemical components.

By combining XPS with sputter depth profiling (SDP), it can
also be used to measure thickness. For example, Mao et al.
determined the layer thickness for electrode samples.105 The
chemical composition was monitored before and after parts of
the layer had been removed by sputtering. This allowed the
composition of the SEI to be determined and the thickness to
be approximated. Several advanced XPS-based approaches have
been developed to determine the thickness of the SEI based on
depth profiles that rely on sputtering432 or a variation of X-ray
energy.55 By measuring XPS at multiple positions spatial homo-
geneity of the SEI and CEI can be deduced.433

XPS is usually performed ex situ. However, efforts are being
made to establish in situ XPS measurements and are sum-
marised in the review by Wi et al.434 Another recent develop-
ment in photoelectron spectroscopy is the lab-scale hard X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES),435 which uses X-rays of
higher energy than conventional lab-scale XPS, thereby increas-
ing the depth information. This allows thicker layers to be
studied without the need for SDP, which is in particular
relevant to study the formation of Si-based electrodes, which
are known to form thicker SEI.436

Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS)
is an alternative technique for mapping of elements and
chemical species. Due to its excellent lateral resolution, it
provides valuable additional insights. For example, Veryovkin
et al. used ToF-SIMS to analyse Gr-based negative electrodes
before and after formation, as well as after long-term cycling.437

It allowed them to observe distinct differences between the
cycling protocols. However, the authors point out that the large
number of data sets obtained with ToF-SIMS could not be
evaluated in detail. This may be one reason why ToF-SIMS-
based analyses of SEI are not yet as common as XPS analyses.
An advantage of ToF-SIMS over XPS is the ability to make
continuous measurements during depth profiling experiments,
which allows to follow the compositional changes as the layer is
removed.438 ToF-SIMS has been shown to be very powerful in
combination with XPS. Gauthier et al. analysed the surface layer
formed on LTO-based electrodes.439 While surface composition
information obtained by the two approaches is mostly compar-
able, some results are also synergetic. For example, the obser-
vability of titanium in XPS, with an information depth of
approximately 10 nm, allowed the sputtering depth of their
ToF-SIMS experiments to be estimated. Furthermore, ToF-SIMS
detected titanium-containing species on the positive electrode,
which was not possible with XPS alone. Sui et al. used a
combination of ToF-SIMS with SEM-EDX to study the surface
properties.440 This allowed them to map the elemental compo-
sition of a SEM image with EDX and scan the surface with the
highly surface sensitive ToF-SIMS to obtain a high resolution
map of surface species distribution.

Fig. 23 Evolution of the surface morphology on a carbon model elec-
trode and a 1 Mol LiPF6 in EC/DEC 1 : 1 electrolyte obtained via in situ AFM
during the initial charge with a constant voltage scan rate of 1 mV s�1. The
voltage scane was stopped and held at OCV (A), 1.5 V (B), 1.25 V (C), 1.0 V
(D), 0.8 V (E), 0.6 V (F), 0.5 V (G), 0.4 V (H), 0.3 V (I), 0.2 V (J), 0.1 (K) and
0.02 V (L) vs. Li/Li+ for several minutes to gather the AFM data. The blue
asterisk marks the same feature in troughput all images. Reprinted with
permission from Steinhauer et al.,427 American Chemical Society, 2017.

Fig. 24 An exemplary F 1s XP spectrum of a graphite-based negative
electrode after formation illustrates one of the main assumptions under-
lying quantification in XPS: The spectrum contains two overlapping peaks,
one from LiPF6 and one from LiF, and the peak area is proportional to the
number of atoms in each chemical state.
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When it comes to characterising the SEI and CEI using
vibrational spectroscopy, such as Raman and Infrared (IR)
spectroscopy, a recent review by Weiling et al. gives a compre-
hensive overview of the scope of each method.441 They conclude
that these techniques will play a key role to monitor chemical
compounds, and highlight the importance of in situ techni-
ques. Vibrational spectroscopy techniques certainly can add
complementary information. This can be seen in very early
studies by Aurbach et al., where IR spectroscopy and XPS was
used.442 XPS showed that halides, such as LiF, were part of the
layer, while IR spectroscopy enabled the authors to identify Li
alkyl carbonates as the main components.

Several studies demonstrate the synergistic effect of sample-
based characterisation, which can help to understand funda-
mental aspects of the interphase layers. For example, a broad
combination of surface analytical methods was used by Bhat-
tacharya et al.189 Optical microscopy was used operando to
monitor surface damage, SEM gave further insight into the
morphology, EDX provided elemental distribution, TEM, XPS
and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) each pro-
vided information on the chemical composition and structure.
Also Lu et al. highlighted the importance of combined mor-
phology and composition analysis.93 They further included EIS
in their analysis, which enabled to show that not only thick-
ness, but also the composition of the SEI contributes to the
measured impedance.

Surface analysis techniques are very important in character-
ising the formation process, as they provide a detailed insight
into the composition, thickness, morphology, and heterogene-
ity of the interphase layers. However, each method has its
advantages and disadvantages. Often only a combination of
different methods provides the comprehensive picture needed
to gain the mechanistic insight required for knowledge-based
process optimisation.

Gas and electrolyte analysis techniques. During SEI and CEI
formation, electrolyte components are consumed, and gases
are formed as by-products of the reactions. Analysis of the
evolved gases and changes in the electrolyte, e.g. quantification
of the gas species produced and assessment of their (re)solu-
bility, is important to gain a holistic understanding of the
process.

Archimedes principle is an in situ method to determine the
gas volume as result of formation cycling and was introduced
by Aiken et al.443 The technique was later used by Self et al.175

and Leißing et al.184,185 in combination with gas chromatogra-
phy mass spectrometry (GC-MS) to identify the species
generated when using different electrolyte additives during
formation. By equipping commercial LIB cells with a gas
sampling port, Schmiegel et al. were able to monitor the volume
and nature of the evolving gas in situ at defined cell voltages.444

As gas evolution is closely linked to the decomposition
reactions, the combination of surface and gas analysis can
provide insight into the reactions and the build-up process
during the formation step. For example, Ellis et al. used a
combination of GC-MS, the gas volume determination using
Archimedes principle and surface analysis using XPS

analysis.165 The authors showed measurable differences in
surface composition when the cells were not degassed after
formation, which could be attributed to follow-up reactions of
the formation gases within the cell.

In addition, analysis of the electrolyte, e.g. by liquid chro-
matography (LC), can provide further insights into the under-
laying degradation. Numerous studies have been carried out
using, e.g. liquid ion, or with mass spectrometry. Comprehen-
sive reviews of electrolyte analysis have been provided by
Nowak et al.445 and Stenzel et al.446 Nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) spectroscopy is a powerful analytical technique
that has been widely used to understand degradation pathways
in LIBs. Ex situ and, with special cell designs, in situ measure-
ments are possible,447 e.g. to study the ageing of electrolytes. A
review and an overview of the historical development of NMR in
the context of battery research has been provided by Hu et al.448

Gas analysis is most important for understanding the reac-
tion mechanisms during. Since the gas is also involved in the
reaction, it is important to get a detailed understanding of the
gases produced, where GC-MS are suitable methods. Similarly,
analysis of the electrolyte composition by NMR can contribute
significantly to the understanding of the reaction processes. A
complete picture requires identification of surface layer com-
position, electrolyte composition change, and gas evolution
and composition.

Post mortem methods for Li plating detection. An essential
criterion for successful formation is the exclusion of Li plating.

Li plating is most commonly detected by optical inspection,
e.g. visually or by microscope after opening the cell. Visual
inspection is straightforward and reliable as no special equip-
ment is required. Despite its simplicity, visual inspection is
usually sufficient to judge whether Li plating has occurred
during formation, as can be seen for two electrodes shown in
Fig. 25. It can even give a rough estimate of the amount and
therefore the severity of Li–metal deposits. Janakiraman et al.
have written a comprehensive review of established methods
for characterising Li plating in LIBs.449

A specific example of detection of plating in formation
studies is given by Mao et al. who found a visual increase in
plated Li for reduced formation time.105 Only with very slow
formation was no plating observed at all. After long-term
cycling, which showed only minor differences between for-
mation protocols, a smaller part of the electrodes appeared to
be covered with Li. The authors concluded that some Li plating
was reversible.

The post-mortem detection of Li plating is possible not only
by optical examination but also by NMR spectroscopy. Münster
et al. varied the formation C-rate between 0.2C and 2C.132 After
2C formation, optical inspection showed that large parts of the
Gr-based electrode were covered with deposited Li, which could
also be confirmed by SEM images. Using NMR spectroscopy
and inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy
(ICP-OES), the difference in the amount of plated Li was
quantified to be up to 5% of the total capacity.

Glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GD-OES)
can also be used to determine the depth-resolved elemental
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composition of samples. GD-OES has been shown to be parti-
cularly useful for detection of Li on negative electrodes.450

Ghanbari et al. studied differently aged Gr-based electrodes
with GD-OES and were able to estimate the Li distribution of
the samples.451 They were also able to distinguish between
different plating morphologies, i.e. island-like deposits vs.
more homogeneous, layer-like coverage of the particles. This
approach was later adapted and revised by Flügel et al. to be
applicable to Si-Gr composite electrodes, where Li plating is
less understood than for purely Gr-based negative electrodes.452

Li plating must be excluded during formation. Therefore,
usually optical inspection is sufficient for formation studies.
However, to effectively mitigate Li plating during formation,
additional information on the plating morphology may be

helpful to identify the root cause. This is where advanced
techniques such as GF-OES can be useful.

Computer-aided process engineering

Computer-aided engineering techniques play an essential role
in establishing knowledge-based process optimisation and
design. For complex processes with many influencing factors
such as the formation process, computational techniques
offer the potential to reduce development costs and improve
the process quality.

Since the formation process is affected on considerably
different time and length scales, different modelling techni-
ques must be used. Frequently used computational techniques,
together with their typical length and time scales at which they
are applied, are summarised in Fig. 26.

Wang et al. published a comprehensive review of modelling
approaches for the SEI.453 The review by Horstmann et al.
focuses on multi-scale models.42 Quantum mechanical meth-
ods used to investigate the main mechanisms involved in SEI
reduction reactions of organic solvents are reviewed by Ramos-
Sanchez et al.454 Theoretical work on the CEI is summarised in
a section in Xu’s critical review.275 Atkins et al. also devote a
section to the simulation of interphases, discussing both
interphase layers, i.e. SEI and CEI.455

This section highlights modelling approaches specifically
related to the formation process. The section is structured
according to the relevant areas of application, which are the
decomposition reactions at the solid|liqud interfaces, inter-
phase layer growth, interphase layer nanostructures and gas
evolution.

Simulation of decomposition reactions at solid–liquid
interfaces

Electrolyte decomposition occurs when the potential of the
electrode is outside the electrochemical stability window of

Fig. 25 Photographs of graphite-based negative electrodes from multi-
layer pouch cells after formation at either (A) 0.2C or (B) 2.0C with clear
differences in the visual amount of Li plated. Reprinted with permission
from Münster et al.,132 IOP Publishing, Copyright 2015.

Fig. 26 Overview of the simulation methods used to depict phenomena during the formation process as well as their typical time and length scales.
Adopted with permission from Röder et al.,496 John Wiley and Sons, copyright 2019.
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the electrolyte components. Computational methods can help
to identify suitable electrolyte components and explain their
decomposition mechanisms.

The electrochemical stability window of state-of-the-art elec-
trolyte has been studied in many DFT simulations.341,456–458 In
addition, quantum chemistry (QC) calculations can be used to
obtain binding energies and redox potentials of common salts,
solvents and additives and to study the redox reactions.459

Examples for computed reduction potentials are shown in
Fig. 27. Such calculated values can be used as an initial
assessment to screen and pre-select promising electrolyte
components.

The reaction mechanisms of the formation process are very
complex, making them difficult to describe mathematically.
There are many possible reaction pathways, often involving
multi-step reactions with many intermediates. AMID simula-
tions were used to investigate reduction pathways. For example,
the decomposition mechanisms of EC163 and LiPF6

460 in the
electrolyte bulk and EC in the proximity of electrodes, i.e.
Si246,461 and Gr,462 were investigated with this simulation
method. Further, AMID simulations were used to compute
redox potentials of additives.463 AMID simulations have been
also used to gain a better understanding of the reaction
mechanisms at the positive electrode. For example, Leung
studied the initial stages of EC decomposition on ideal
Li0.6Mn2O2 surfaces at constant potential using DFT and
AMID.169 Computerised reaction networks (CRN)464 and their
combination with machine learning techniques (CRN-ML)465

can be used to construct large reactions networks from first
principle calculations.

Combined DFT and AMID simulations were used to
calculate electron transfer through SEI components,461 thermo-
dynamic and transport properties of electrolytes,466,467 decom-
position potentials of solvents468 and additives.463

Furthermore, these methods can be used to study the influence

of the local solvent concentration,293,469 the degree of lithiation246

or the electrolyte composition at the interface.286,470 These aspects
must be considered together to predict the SEI composition.

There are two main tasks that computational methods can
perform with respect to interfacial reactions. They can be used
to quickly screen possible electrolyte components by examining
their decomposition potentials. In addition, AMID simulations
can be used to investigate complex reaction networks, even
near the interface. The combination of these aspects may allow
computational design of composition of the interphase layers.

Simulation of interphase layer growth

An essential property of the interphase layers is their ability to
passivate against electrolyte decomposition. Passivation
defines the continuous growth of the interphase layer and the
associated capacity loss during formation and ageing. Further-
more, the CE of the LIB after formation is determined by the
growth limiting properties of the interphase layers.

Continuum models can be used to describe the growth of
interphase layers in a lumped fashion. These models usually
simplify the reaction mechanisms and kinetics by reducing
them to a single mechanism and assuming homogeneous
interphase properties. The growth rate is limited by various
passivation mechanisms. Understanding the growth limitation
of the interphase layer is essential.11

Several transport mechanisms that determine the self-
limiting nature of the SEI are discussed. These mechanisms
are illustrated in Fig. 28 and were discussed by Horstmann
et al. in their review on multi-scale models of the SEI growth in
detail.42 In general, these mechanisms are also applicable for
the formation process. Equations and references for these
mechanisms are summarized in Table 2.

The electron tunneling mechanism (ETM) originates from
quantum mechanics, where it describes the possibility of an
electron passing through a zone that is normally prevented by
an energy barrier. The mechanism can be implemented using a
modified Tafel equation.

The electron conduction mechanism (ECM) assumes that
the rate is determined by the transport of charge-carrier driven
by potential gradients across a dense SEI.471 Colclasure et al.

Fig. 27 Reduction potentials of electrolyte components according to the
first principal simulation. Reprinted with permission from Wang et al.,453

Springer Nature, Copyright 2018, who compiled the data of Delp et al.459

Fig. 28 Schematic of considered leakage mechanisms to reaction site
enabling SEI growth. Reprinted with permission from Single et al.,479 John
Wiley and Sons, Copyright 2018.
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implemented this mechanisms in a single-particle model that
includes reaction kinetics and transport of species within the
SEI film.472

The solvent diffusion mechanism (SDM) assumes that the
transport of the solvent or salt from the electrolyte bulk to the
reaction site is the limiting factor in continuous SEI growth.
The process is modelled by assuming Fick’s law of diffusion for
the solvent components.473

The diffusive interstitial mechanism (IDM) has been
proposed by Shi et al.474 Small radicals, such as Li atoms, are
charge carriers. Shi et al. calculated the concentration of Li
interstitials within a compact Li2CO3 layer to be between 4.9 �
109 and 2.3 � 1016 cm�3 depending on the electrode potential.
The Li interstitials enable the propagation of decomposition
reactions in the SEI layer.42,342,474

Several simulative and experimental studies suggest that the
initial growth after the first atomic layer of SEI is established on
the surface, is limited by ETM.408,475,476 The tunneling barrier
of SEI has been investigated in several studies. Lin et al.
performed DFT simulations to calculate the electron tunnelling
barrier of Li2CO3, Li2O, and LiF and a Li metal electrode.475

They concluded that the initial capacity loss is driven by ETM
until a thickness of approximately 2–3 nm is reached, which
was also found to change under compression/expansion.475

Leung et al. concluded that electron tunnelling is sufficiently
suppressed by a 7 Å insulating oxide SEI in a combined
experimental and first-principles study.477 A thickness of about
10 Å was calculated by Benitez et al. using AMID and DFT
simulations to sufficiently block electron transport through
pure LiF or Li2O films on Si negative electrodes and varying
degrees of lithiation by Benitez et al. using AMID and DFT
simulations.461

Beyond the tunneling regime, knowledge of the limiting
mechanism is less profound. Using the experimental long-term
storage data at different electrode potentials published by Keil
et al.,383,478 Single et al. contrast the discussed mechanisms by

comparing their plausibility.479 The authors conclude that IDM
is the only mechanism that adequately explains the experimen-
tally observed dependencies.479 The analysis of the same data
was later extended to include the time dependence of the SEI
growth mechanisms, focusing on the comparison between
SDM and IDM.480 It was shown that IDM explains both the
SOC and time dependence, while SDM reproduces only one of
these dependencies.480 They conclude that IDM is the main
driver for the SOC-dependent SEI growth.480 This is in agree-
ment with the DFT study by Soto et al., which identified IDM as
responsible for electron transfer.342

Schomburg et al. analysed SEI growth curves obtained dur-
ing formation using DVA.408 Using an SEI growth model that
considers a concurrent ETM and IDM for two electrolytes,
the model-based analysis indicated that the tunnelling
barrier shifts as a function of electrolyte composition. It was
also shown that the SEI growth obtained during a slow
initial formation cycle cannot be explained by ETM alone.
As shown recently, growth functions can be also identified with
data driven models such as neural ordinary differential
equations.481

A dependence on the current direction has been reported by
Attia et al.482 To describe this phenomenon, Das et al. intro-
duced a model based on the assumption that the SEI can be
considered as a mixed ion-electron conductor.483 By this and by
introducing a Li concentration dependence for the electronic
conductivity in the SEI, the growth of the layer is promoted or
suppressed depending on the lithiation current direction.

Typically, SEI growth models assume a solid layer of a single
SEI species and a limiting transport mechanism. However, it is
conceivable that the evolution of the SEI morphology may
also influence the limiting transport processes. To investigate
this possible influence, Single et al. introduced a one-
dimensional framework that takes into account the porosity
of the SEI.484 This approach allows to simulate the evolution of
SEI thickness and morphology along the interphase thickness

Table 2 Summary of discussded continuum thermodynamic mesoscale SEI growth models. These models assume the SEI thickness, independent of its
composition, to limit the ongoing passivation layer growth during operation. Due to their low computational cost, the models can be applied to simulate
long-term growth, i.e. during storage or operation

Mechanism Equation

Parameters

Symbol Term Unit

Electron tunneling (ETM)476

iET ¼ kET i0 e
�aFZ
RT

i0 Exchange current denstity of the reduction reaction A m�2

a Reaction symmetry —
Z Overpotential V
T Temperature KkET = kET

0e�bLSEI

kET
0 Reaction probability in direct contact —

b Tunnelling barrier m�1

Electron conduction (ECM)471,472

iEC ¼ Jk � Ck
@LSEI

@t

� �
Jk Molar diffusion flux of species k mol cm�2 s�1

ck Molar concentration of species k mol m�3

Solvent diffusion (SDM)473

iSD ¼ FDS
@2cs
@z2

Ds Diffusion coefficient of the solvent m2 s�1

cs Solvent molar concentration mol m�3

z Coordinate variable m
Interstitial diffusion (IDM)479

iID ¼ F
D

LSEI
c0
�fF
RT

� �
c0 Average Li concentration in the SEI mol m�3

D Diffusion coefficient of the Li interstitials m2 s�1

f Potential of the active material vs. Li|Li+ V
T Temperature K
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and incorporates different rate-limiting transport mechanisms,
i.e. SDM in the SEI pores and IDM or ETM in the solid SEI
phase.484 The model predicts the often reported two-layer
structure with a constant ratio between the thicknesses of the
inner and porous outer layers.484

Growth models typically neglect mechanical stress. While
these variables can be neglected for comparison in storage
tests, they play an important role in formation cycling.
Mai et al. modified a Pseudo 2D (P2D) battery model using
finite-strain theory to account for the interplay between
large electrochemical-mechanical deformations at the particle
and electrode levels. This was used to model the influence of
porosity changes on the mechanical stress of each cell
component.485 Kolzenberg et al. introduced a chemo-
mechanical model that incorporates the mechanical-stress
inducted SEI growth.486 The model is in good qualitative agree-
ment with the experimentally observed SEI cracking during
lithiation and healing during delithiation of Si particles, leading
to accelerated capacity fade during cyclic ageing.486 However, the
model has not yet been tested for formation cycling. Other
continuum-level models that consider degradation mechanisms
due to mechanical stress have been reviewed by Zhang.205

Model-based analysis of SEI properties after formation is
also possible. Witt et al. have applied such an approach to
investigate long-term evolution of the SEI properties.487 The
model comprises a P2D and SEI model capable of calculating
EIS and electrochemical discharge curves.487 This allows to
determine physically insight such as SEI thickness or interfacial
SEI|liquid interface area.

Simulation of SEI growth can be used to design formation
cycling protocols. However, it remains a challenge to identify
suitable growth limiting processes. The situation is even more
complicated for materials with significant volume expansion,
such as Si, because the mechanical properties of the interface
layers must also be considered. The goal of the formation
simulation methods discussed is to reduce the number of
experiments required to design formation cycling protocols
that are tailored to the material and cell design.

Simulation of interphase nanostructures

Due to the changing conditions and the different reactants and
intermediates, several reactions compete during the initial
formation, resulting in a heterogeneous structure, which was
first introduced by Peled et al.488,489 To obtain spatially resolved
insights on the SEI structure, first-principle simulations and
the kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) method were used.306,454,490–496

Although first-principle studies provide spatially resolved
information on the SEI and have made progress on the time
scale,497 they are still limited to the ns range and are therefore
unable to describe complete formation cycles. Compared to ab
initio simulations, kMC allows longer time scales to be simu-
lated while preserving atomistic detail.162,493,498

Methekar et al. developed a 2D kMC model to theoretically
investigate the effect of process parameters, such as charging
voltage, current density and temperature, on the initial SEI
layer formation and suggest that there is an optimal

temperature to minimise initial capacity loss.490 This model
was extended by Ramos-Sanchez et al. to a three-dimensional
coarse-grained kMC (CG-kMC) model, allowing them to track
the growth rate as a function of layer thickness.454 The model
was used as an example to simulate the layer growth for a multi-
step reduction of EC to LEDC using a fixed adsorption rate and
DFT-based reaction rates.454 Esmaeilpour et al. performed a
simulation study of SEI formation using a 2D kMC model with
reaction rates obtained from QC calculations.306 Their simula-
tion shows qualitatively good agreement with experimental
observations of the SEI morphology for a solution-mediated
growth scenario.306 Similarly, based on reaction mechanisms
obtained by AIMD and a stochastic analysis method that
accelerates CRN-ML simulations,494 Spotte-Smith et al. used a
kMC model to perform a comprehensive study of the initial SEI
formation and evolution for varying potentials and electron
tunneling barriers.

Röder et al. dynamically couple a kMC surface film growth
model with a macroscopic continuum battery model to simu-
late SEI formation.495 In this way, the structure of the passivat-
ing film directly influences the reactions at the particle surface.
In a first simulation study, they investigate the effect of two
particle sizes on SEI formation for an electrolyte composed of
EC and LiPF6. The simulations show faster SEI growth on larger
particles. In subsequent work, the same multiscale approach
was extended by combining the kMC model with a P2D model
and an advanced coupling method, allowing to account for
distribution of concentrations and potentials.492,496 The novel
multiscale model was used to simulate various formation
protocols. Simulation results are show in Fig. 29. While slow
charging led to locally heterogenous structures and homoge-
neous distributions of species along the x-axis (Fig. 29A), the
opposite was observed for fast charging protocols (Fig. 29B).496

In contrast to the continuum models used to simulate SEI
growth, the models discussed in this section provide a detailed
insight into the molecular structure of the interphase layer.
They allow to combine insights from complex decomposition
mechanisms and SEI growth mechanisms. Theoretically, it
enables to reveal differences in the SEI structure without the
need for sophisticated experimental surface characterization
methods. The goal of these simulations is to tune the electro-
lyte choice and cycling protocol to achieve a desired interphase
layer structure. However, it is usually not known how the ideal
SEI and CEI should be composed to achieve long life and safety.
These aspects need to be worked out in order for the methods
to reach their full potential.

Simulation of gas evolution

Gas evolution affects the formation at different scales and is
considered in different modelling approaches.

In first-principle and kMC simulations, gases are considered
as products and reactants of the reactions. For example, Leung
predicted the formation of CO gas when examining two-
electron reduction pathways of EC and assuming fast electron
tunneling.163 In the case of slow electron tunneling, the
reduction of EC was calculated to yield C2H4 and CO2
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instead.163 This is consistent with the findings of Alzate-Vargas
et al. who reported the presence of C2H4 in the later stages of
their simulation, covering the first 100 ns of SEI formation.497

They also discuss the relevance of the consideration of gas
molecules, as they did not observe the formation of gas
bubbles.497 However, given the uncertainties regarding
potential entrapment, temporary influence of these molecules
on SEI growth, or change in density they suggest to consider the
gas molecules in the simulations.

Gas evolution and its effects on battery performance have
been simulated in mechanistic continuum models. These
models assume that the generated gas is inert and reduces
the volume fraction of electrolyte. Seo et al. introduced a model
that discusses how gas evolution from electrolyte decomposi-
tion and impurities causes swelling in Li-ion batteries.499 Their
model explains the non-linear increase in cell resistance with
changes in volume fraction caused by gas evolution. They apply
the model to study the effects of these changes on discharge
curves and heat generation.499 The P2D model has been

extended by Rashid and Gupta to capture the combined effect
of SEI formation and gas evolution on battery performance
caused by cyclic degradation.500 Here, both growing SEI and
generated gases reduce the electrolyte volume fraction.

Although the modeling approaches presented have been
applied to study long-term effects of gas evolution, they are
also relevant to simulate gas evolution and its effects during
formation. As discussed in this review, gas evolution is critical
for fast formation processes. Therefore, the amount of gas
produced and its transport through the cell during formation
must be considered for the model-based design of formation
protocols and in particular for the degassing steps. This aspect
is currently poorly addressed in the literature.

Summary and discussion

In the following main insights into the influencing factors, the
most relevant experimental and theoretical methods are

Fig. 29 Results of a multi-scale simulation of SEI growth. Shown are the composition and film structure of a kMC instance at t = 269 s during the first
charge applying (A) a low C-rate of 0.07C and (B) a high C-rate of 2C at different positions x along the negative electrode thickness. The positions shown
are left (x = 9.2 mm), middle (x = 27.6 mm) and right (x = 46 mm), which are close to the current collector, middle of the active material layer and close to
the separator, respectively. In addition, the highest and lowest values for the species SEI1 from four parallel kMC instances are shown. Finally, the potential
at the electrode surface (s), left and right of the film (s) and the electrolyte (s) is shown. Reprinted permission from Röder et al.,496 John Wiley and Sons,
copyright 2019.
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summarised and discussed. In addition, conclusions are drawn
and a perspective on future directions is given.

Summary

This review systematically examines the main factors influen-
cing the formation process. The electrochemical conditions, i.e.
current and voltage, during the formation cycling and the
electrolyte have been widely studied and have a significant
influence. However, this review shows other important factors,
such as the pressure, temperature, and degassing, as well as
material and cell design aspects, are less frequently addressed,
although they undoubtably influence the formation processes.
By systematically reviewing the literature on these various
aspects, it has become clear that the formation process is not
independent of the material and the cell design, but that both
aspects must be precisely coordinated. The main challenges
posed by next-generation materials are related to the significant
volume expansion, which requires a better understanding of
the mechanical properties of the interphase layer and the
influence of external and internal pressure. In addition, as
the voltage window expands especially towards high-voltage
positive electrodes, the formation process must consider both
electrodes simultaneously, while development of new electro-
lytes additives are shown to be a promising approach to tune
both electrodes independently.

Experimental methods suitable for studying the formation
process are also reviewed. It is shown that a combination of
non-destructive and destructive characterisation techniques
can provide valuable insights into the formation process and
quality parameters of battery cells. A combination of methods
is required to deduce details on the interphase layer properties
as a function of the structure and composition. Several techni-
ques are presented and discussed, which can be used as a guide
for a detailed study of relevant phenomena of interest.

Computer-aided engineering techniques have become
essential for understanding and optimising the formation
process. However, few of the available tools are systematically
used to support process development. It is shown that the
multitude of influential parameters affecting the process on
different time and length scales is a key challenge. Different
modelling techniques are reviewed that allow the representa-
tion of relevant formation process phenomena.

Discussion

Given the recognised importance of formation and its potential
correlation with lifetime, safety and cost, systematic variation
of formation protocols remains surprisingly scarce.

It was shown that single cycle formation protocols are a
promising way to achieve faster formation procedures. How-
ever, a key challenge with single cycle protocols is that Li
plating must be avoided, and formation may not be complete.

A common definition of when formation is complete is
needed for systematic comparison and improvement. Other-
wise, no comparison of formation time is possible. This,
combined with the lack of systematic variation, limits our
current understanding of these formation protocols. Based on

our analysis of non-destructive characterisation techniques, we
propose to use the CE and CR to evaluate the progression of the
formation process. These values can be used to convolute the
CEI and SEI contributions. Possibly the change in CE in two
consecutive cycles can be used for a general material indepen-
dent definition of the end of formation. However, measure-
ment accuracy and measurement artefacts caused by electrode
overhang in large cell formats are major challenges for this
assessment. Therefore, the use of CE and CR alone may not be
sufficient and must be accompanied by other methods such as
EIS and self-discharge testing.

There is a well-established toolbox of experimental methods
that can be used to characterize the influence of the formation
process in detail. In this context, surface analysis techniques
play a key role. It has been shown that a combination of
different techniques is required to gain a comprehensive
understanding of the interphase layers. The goal must be to
select a comprehensive set of methods that can reveal composi-
tion, molecular structure, thickness, ion transport, and passi-
vation capabilities. For example, without a comprehensive set
of methods, it is not possible to deduce the difference between
improved ionic conductivity and a thinner film.

Due to the large parameter space and time-intensive char-
acterisation, computational approaches are promising to reveal
multi-scale and multi-physical correlations or to pre-select
promising material candidates, e.g. electrolyte additives.
Although simulation studies have already contributed valuable
insights to the current understanding of the formation process,
it is striking that key influencing factors, such as pressure or
gas evolution, are hardly investigated in theoretical work. While
simulations have explored the factors influencing battery age-
ing, their application to the formation process is still limited.
Similarly, gas evolution and transport at the electrode and cell
level have not been extensively studied in theoretical work.
However, gas distribution might be limiting factor for fast
formation protocols and should therefore be investigated in
more detail. Control of the gaseous species may even prove to
be an active means of modifying the formation process, offer-
ing further potential for optimisation.

A major problem for knowledge-based optimisation of the
formation process is that the relationships between process,
structure, and performance are not fully understood yet,
despite the progress in understanding key physical aspects
and the effects of SEI species on cell performance. To adress
this, further knowledge regarding the relationship between
electrolyte components is essential, as also emphasised in
other articles regarding ageing89 and fast-charging.501,502 To
be able to activly form desired passivation layer, also system-
tically acquiring more insights on the involved reactions and
initial dynamic structural evolution is important.

A methodical comparison of theoretical and experimental
work is required. This requires a temporal recording of differ-
ent physical properties and ideally a quantitative comparison
with simulation results. Tracking and comparing the temporal
evolution of gaseous by-products could be a simple yet powerful
method to parameterise and validate mathematical models.
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Validation of the temporally and spatially resolved evolution
of SEI structure and morphology appears more complex.
However, EC-AFM, if possible, in combination with XPS images
at selected time points, can provide useful and detailed infor-
mation on the temporal evolution of the SEI, but is time
consuming.

An improved multi-physical understanding also holds
potential for model-based operando analysis of formation data
for cell quality assessment. It has been shown that formation
data can already be used for quality assessment and parame-
terisation of interphase growth models. Such approaches could
even be considered as an integral part of the EOL, potentially
leading to a reduction in manufacturing time and cost.

The limitation of commonly used small sample sizes needs
to be addressed, particularly given the significant uncertainties
associated with the handmade battery electrodes often used in
academia. Valid evaluations of reject rates in relation to the
formation protocol are often not possible in academia due to
limited sample sizes. Larger sample sizes are essential to
investigate the effect of the influencing factors and their inter-
dependencies, particularly to assess the impact on battery
ageing. The use of cells produced in larger production lines
and larger sample sizes is one way to overcome this problem.

There is little information from industry on formation
processes. This is likely to lead to differences between academic
and industrial perspectives on the formation process, creating a
research gap and limiting the transferability of research results
to real production lines. Industry expertise and insight is
needed to bridge the gap between academic studies and
practical implementation.

Additional process, e.g. prelithiation or surface medication,
should be investigated in more detail in the context of cell

formation as they offer a possibility to influence of formation
prior to the formation processes without compromising mate-
rial and cell format choices. Prelithiation of the negative
electrodes can compensate for initial irreversible capacity
losses.503 This showed promising improvements in cell quality
and performance and should be carefully investigated to better
understand its effect, particularly in terms of improved SEI
formation for electrodes with increased Si content.249 This is
also interesting in terms of gassing, as the SEI is partially built
before the actual formation cycle.

Finally, it has been shown that many of the current chal-
lenges are even more important for next generation materials
such as Li, Si or high-voltage positive electrode materials. These
materials are often associated with significant implications for
the formation process design. A knowledge-based understand-
ing and a systematic use of computational methods can signifi-
cantly reduce time and cost for the development of material-
tailored formation processes which improve the cells’ sustain-
ability, durability, and safety.

Conclusion

In this review, the current understanding of the formation
process is presented, and the most relevant influencing factors
are summarised and examined in detail.

Interdependencies between the electrochemical conditions
during formation and the materials selected, as well as the lack
of a standardised evaluation of formation, often make it
difficult to directly compare existing studies, which sometimes
prevents general conclusions from being drawn. Therefore, it is
highlighted that a key challenge for a knowledge-based design

Fig. 30 Schematic summary of the factors influencing the forming process and their interaction. The influencing factors include the material and cell
design, i.e. the electrolyte, the active material, a potential prelithiation, surface properties, the cell format, the separator and the electrode design, as well
as process conditions, i.e. the temperature, the pressing pressure, forming cyclisation and degassing. The material and cell design aspects result from the
previous design and production steps. The process parameters must be designed and optimised according to these aspects. Findings from the forming
process must also be fed back to the material and cell design to exploit further optimisation potential. Mutual alignment, configuration and optimisation is
therefore necessary to realise a holistic, knowledge-based process design of the formation process.
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of the formation process lies in an interlocking of material and
cell design on the one hand and the process design on the other
hand. This is also illustrated in Fig. 30. The discussed experi-
mental and theoretical methods must be applied systematically
to reveal the mechanisms and then utilize the knowledge by
computational process engineering.

Most important future perspectives are summarised below:
�There is no agreed criterion for when the formation process

is complete. Therefore, a chemistry independent criterion for
the end of formation is needed.
�Gas evolution during formation is high and affects the

overall process dynamics. In some cases, degassing even plays a
rate-limiting role. Degassing must therefore be considered as
an active part of the formation process.
�The effect of passive materials, i.e. separator design, and

cell formats, i.e. pouch or cylindrical cells, also influence the
formation process and need to be investigated.
�A better understanding of the relationship between the SEI/

CEI structure and the performance metrics is required.
�Different computational methods are available at different

scales, covering the most relevant aspects of formation. They
should be systematically combined to optimise the process.
�Systematic and standardised characterisation of battery

cells after formation with sufficient sample quality and size is
essential to allow meaningful comparison of different for-
mation strategies and data-driven analysis.
�Next generation materials often increase the significance of

the formation process. Thus, formation must be studied more
extensively for these materials.

Reflecting on the current state and future directions of the
formation process, further advances are needed at both the
materials science and process engineering levels to tailor
optimal formation processes to specific chemistries, cell for-
mats and applications. More systematic research is needed to
identify key relationships between the formation process and
performance metrics, and to pave the way for novel, affordable,
high quality, safe and sustainable cell generation with
knowledge-driven formation process design.
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